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compli-catioii-

from arisen irom a criminal
case which was recently heard by
Judge Rosalesky in this city. Foulko
E. Brandt, a former servant in the
employ of Mortimer L. Schiff, the financier, was tried upon the charge of
having broken into the house of Mr.
Schiff, having attacked mt. Schiff and
felled him to the floor with a nine-piand having stolen two valuable
stickpins belonging to Mr. Schill.
Brandt pleaded guilty to burglary in
the first degree and to assault in the
first degree ana was sentenced to 30
inat was eviyears' imprisonment,
dently a much more severe punishment than Brandt had expected auer
his confession of guilt and ne consultAfter going over the
ed a lawyer.
details of the case Brandt's lawyer decided to resort to habeas corpus proceedings with a view of obtaining his
client's liberty. It appears that Brandt
had pleaded guilty to a crime which
he had not actually committed. From
the evidence in the case it appears
that Brandt did not break into Mr.
Schiff's house, but entered in the ordinary way through an unfastened
door. Entering a house without the
use of force, however, does not
hurglary in the first degree
and it is claimed by Hrandt's attorney
that Judge Rosalsky snould have inform od IMindt that he could not prop,
erly plead guilty to burglary in the
first ileuroe if It was not true that he
had forced an entrance into Mr.
Schiff's iiouse. Brandt claims he was
Ignorant of the nature of the crime
to which he pleaded guilty and it is
upon these grounds that a habeas corpus will be demanded. No attempt
has been made so far to deny that
Mr.
Brandt attacked and floored
Schiff and robbed him of two valuable stick-pins- .
n

How easy it is for a man prompted
bv the Tiest intentions: to get himse'f
in trouble if he acts under the Impulse of the moment, without aie ul'y
causldering the posd'io rouseq.ionceF
of his action is clearly illustrated by
the predicament in which Justice Lo- Zeller, of the court of special
tcti
sefTslorifC flTids himself.
In a formal
complaint which has been sent by a
certain lawyer to the Bar association
the justice is charged witu acts "prejudicial to the upright and skillful administration of the law; of gross misuse of the judicial office and of conduct unprofessional ana imprcper In a
member of the bar.'- and his removal
is demanded. In October, 1910, Justice Zeller employed as a servant a
woman who had formerly been in the
employ of a Mrs. ni. Held, k.u had
been discharged for aTIeeed dishonesty. Justice Zeller and his wife
took great interest In the servant and
when the latter informed them that
Vrs. Reid owed her wages for" one
month and 21 days, the justice became
indignant and promptly sent a letter
to Mrs. Reid asking her to pay the
servant. Mrs. Reid paid no attention
to the letter and was summoned before Justice Zeller, who expressed
himself so .forcibly that Mrs. Reed being evidently extremely delicate, had
a nervous breakdown, ar at least pretended to have one. She engaged a
lawyer who found, that Justice Zeller
had overstepped his authority and the
charge sent to the Bar association
was the result.

NEW

YORK

Among the early settlers of Towns-hend- ,
Vermont, was a family by the
name of Taft. They came from
Mass., In the winter of 1788.
cial changes have taken place since
1857, when the nrst Charity Ball was Their household goods, writes Hamilton Child in the "History of Windham
Sulll--H- i
given. Mrs. Algernon Syaney
the
been
has
who
grand County, Vermont," were loaded upon
leading
a sled drawn by oxen.
march for the last 30 years, was again
Peter R. Taft, fourteen yean of age,
The
of
the
procession.
at the head
the family. He came all
accompanied
managers of the ball, evidently being the way on foot, and drove the cow.
persons of refinement and good taste, In the winter, like other farmers'
wished to preserve tne dignity of this boys, he did chores, helped prepare
annual function and strictly barred wood for the fire at home, and went
the Turkey Trot, the Rag Baby, the to the district school. During the
Ramshackle Rag, and all other forms other months he helped his father on
the farm. His education, however,
of terpsichorean vulgarity.
was under the oversight of his father,
who was a college graduate.
Following his custom of many years
Fondness for mathematics resulted
Al-j In
"Big Tim'' Sullivan of New York,
his becoming a land surveyor, and
bany and Tammany Hall, gave away In a few years he received the apThe
f),000 pairs of shoes and 5,000 pairs of pointment of county surveyor.
socks to 5,000 Bowery residents the accuracy of his work In establishing
other day. The line of applicants for disputed lines brought him into puband by the time he was of
shoe bounty extended for several lic notice,
was well known In every part
he
age
men
waited
blocks and patiently the
of the county.
in the bitter cold until their turn
The duties of his office made necescame. The line includeu many
a long attendance on bis part at
sary
characters, among the terms of the county court. On
Bowery
once
famous
a
them 'Molly" Moore
such occasions he was a willing as
well as an attentive listener, and so
baseball catcher, Johnny Banks,
a famous negro pugilist,
gained a knowledge of many legal
and scores of others.
principles, which led to his receiving
-Up,"
the appointment of trial Justice.
From his first experience the pubThe Rev. William Burd, pastor of
confidence in his fairthe Methodst church at Hillsdale, N. lic had great
ness; and In his capacity as a magisa man of

17, 1912.
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FEBRUARY SHOE SALE
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well-know- n

lor-merl- y

"Johnny-Look-

original
J., is undoubtedly
methods. For many years it had been
hiB wish to bring the boys of Hillsdale into his church and to make good
Christians out of them. But boys are
the same everywhere and ibe boys of
Hillsdale found loitering, shooting
craps, playing ball, etc., more to their
taste than sitting in church on Sunday
morning. Pastor Burd tried various
schemes to attract the boys, but never
succeeded. Finally the idea came to
him to organize among them a whistling club, with a constitution and nuline any other club.
merous
That appealed to the boys and their
enthusiasm reached" the point of white
heat when the pastor, after considerable drilling and rehearsing, allowed
21 of the youngsters to wnistle hymns,
accompanied by the organ during Sunday service. The innovation at the
church service evidently pleased the
parents of the boys as much as
themselves and the members of
the congregation did not even protest
when the boys, as a matter of intro
ducing themselves, gave- their "club- yell."

The wisest hen has been discovered
by George Fox, of Elmsford, N. Y.,
according to the story told by the
Tarry town correspondent and chanr
pion nature fakir of one of the New
York daily papers. The hen has been
laying its eggs in a warmed coop, but
the other day she was accidentally
locked out in the cold. The hen laid
her egg in a snow drift, and when Mr.
Fox found it he was surprised that it
was still warm. Upon investigation
he discovered, according to, the correspondent's yarn that the hen had
taken the precaution to lay an egg
with a double shell, the warm air between the shells Keeping the egg
from freezing.
YOUR SIDEBOARD STOCK
Is a matter concerning which you
should give careful attention. We carry the famous Sherwood Rye whiskey,

properly aged and best suited for
family use. We also carry a splendid
line of wines and champagnes. Family trade accorded our special attenGoods delivered. The Opera
tion.
The annual cfkrity Ball in aid of Bar, Charles Farley, proprietor.
the New York Nursery and Child's
NEW STYLES HERE
Hospital was held the other night at
Mrs. A. Standish has just received
and was, as in
the Waldorf-Astoriformer years, largely attended. This is her new sample style book of the
not only the oldest public social insti- most beautiful suits, coats, SKirts,
tution in New York City, but one waists and ladies' wearing apparel,
which always brings together all sets also her new spring hats. A first
of society, the dowager dames as well class seamstress, also two apprenas the debutantes, and a representa- tices for millinery are wanted. Mrs.
tion of the army and navy. Many so- - A. Standish.
a

trate, his decisions were received
with approval. He devoted his spare
moments to reading, and became a
man of wide knowledge, whose fore-Bigand executive talents were appreciated by those who came In contact with him. His grandson now
lives in Washington. Youth's Companion.
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HURTS

NAGGING

THE

FEB.

15

to FEB. 24

UR Annual February Shoe Sale is an event looked forward to by the women of this vicinity for on no other occassion can
such splendid values be had. for so little money. Broken lines and Odds and Ends in women's high shoes, left from
our Winter lines, all go at an Unprecedented low price.

0

LOWER PRICES
This yeai we have adopted
a different basis for buying
Making our purchases direct
from the manufacturer where
ever possible when not, buying in larger quantities than
here
This enables us to buy at
a closer price than in the past
and at the same time maintain our usual high standard
of quality.
As a result our various
lines this Season will sell for
15 to 20 per cent less than
ever before Our qualities
will be as good, or better
when possible and in all
e.

ready-to-wea-

r

garments

lot includes about 250 pair in Black Velvets,
Patent Leather with Velvet Tops, Patent
Turns, Vice Kid, and Tans, in lace or button and are

NEW GOODS

THE

The new Season's goods
are now arriving daily, every
express brings in something
new, attractive and typical
of the approaching Season.
The styles, patterns and
colorings are unusually pretty and desirable. Daintiness
will be the key note for Spring
wearing apparel and dominates every feature of the new
merchandise.
New
We have received
Silks, Dress Goods, Wash
Goods, Waists. Dresses, Hair
Ornaments and Fancy Bags
which are now ready for your
inspection and during the
week will receive new Skirts,
Suits and Coats. Come in
ana get ac quainted with the
new style, whether you are
ready to buy or not.

WORTH $3.50 to $5.00 A PAIR
SPECIAL, FOR OUR FEBRUARY

SHOE SALE,

$2.25

ex-

clusive ness of style guaranteed.
Better values for the same
money or the same values
for the less money will be
the dominating rule at our
store from now on.

ESTABLISHED 1Q6Z

CHILD

Constant Scolding Ralaea All That
Unlovable In Young and Affects
Whole Life.

l

IT IS NOT STRANGE
CALL FOR REPUBLICAN COUNTY precinct from which the delegates on March 8, 1912, from the several
It is not strange that so many peovarious
chosen.
pre- counties of the state shall be as folCONVENTION.
The
have
been
Harsh language toward children, conple eat at Kate Wright's Montezuma
A convention of the republicans of cincts will hold therr primaries as lows:
stant chiding and scolding, blows and
19 restaurant on Center street. The bill
New soon as convenient, but not later Bernalillo
of
state
San
Miguel
county,
life
do
a
not
words
presage
taunting
7 of fare is generous and the price is
of refinement of thought and action Mexico, is hereby called to be held that the second day of March, 1912. Chavez
17 cheap, 25 cents for regular meals.
tor the children so brought up. Con- the fourth day of March, 1912, In or- The secretaries of the various pri- Colfax
4 Many people wonder how It Is posstant nagging and reprimanding do der to select 30 delegates to the repub- maries are requested to notify the Curry
14 sible to serve such e ce.Hent meals so
not improve the tempers of the little lican state convention, to be held in chairman of this committee of the Dona Ana
folk nor do they make them more the
5 cheaply.
city of Santa Pe,. N. M., on the date of their meeting and the nan.es Eddy
considerate or faithful to their duties.
11
Grant
D.
of
A.
March
for
the
of
1912,
Immediately
chosen,
delegates
On the contrary, just this course eighth day
NOTICE
H
Guadalupe
raises all that Is unlovely and un- the purpose of selecting eight dele- after holding their primaries.
This is to inform the public that
3
Lincoln
SECUNDINO
to
ROMERO,
and
alternates
repreIn
gates
lovable
the child and gives Its chareight
4 my wife, Mary M. Cyrene, has left
acter a trend that places It in a falsi sent the republican party of the state
Chairman.
Luna
my home and that I will hereafter be
of New Mexico in the National repub- F. 0.BLOOD,
position throughout the after years.
MoKinley ...
In no way responsible for any debts
15
There are people born with irritable lican convention to be held in the city
Mora
Secretary.
she may incur.
are
none
and
of
them
dispositions
Otero
of Chicago, state of Illinois, on the
.T. E. CYRENE.
t
ever improved by being kept In
CITY
YORK
IN
D.
NEW
A.
of
Quay
1912,
Las Vegas, N. M., Feb. 16, 1911.
turmoil or by being allowed to eighteenth day of June,
Ton will find Hotel Cumberland, ai Rio Arriba
for the purpose
nominating candihave free reign In displaying them.
street Roosevelt
dates for president and vice president Broadway and Fifty-fourtMost children are amenable to
A MONTH HAS PASSED
an
location
Ideal
Sandoval
near
Central
to
the
at
for
voted
be
Park,
presidential
to
and wonderfully responsive
A whole month of the new
year has
San
ami
Juan
theate:
In
on
5,
November
the retail shopping
Tuesday,
kindness. Therefore, childhood should election
30 passed. Have you started that account
be the time for training the child to 1912, and for the transaction of such district, with the subway, elevated San Miguel
son or
18 for yourself or your little
put forth the best that is in it and to other business as may properly come and surface cars at hand. A hand Santa Je
If not, you have still 11
6 daughter?
repress its bad points until they are before It
some, modern, beautifully 'furnished Sierra
Dhoked out, says an exchange. But no
22 months in which to' save. The First
The various precincts of San Mi- hotel with one of the best restau Socorro
National Bank offers an admirablBkOp-portunitchild can be improved under a regime
1
folTaos
it
moderate
to
the
but
the
In
rants
are
entitled
city,
of scolding, blows and rancorous bick-srin- guel county
for accumulating savings.
10
of delegates from their prices. Rooms with bath, $2.50 pe; Torrance
on the part of its elders, or the lowing number
Your account solicited.
14
P
Union
for
booklet
Harry
day up. Send
constant repetition of an attitude of respective precincts:
19
Valencia
Precinct.
relegates Stimson, manager.
hostility between thoBe same elders.
STOMACH DISTRESS
2
The children of the homa have soon- No. 1 San Miguel
AND DYSPEPSIA GC
305
Total
er or later to take their places In the No 2 La Cuesta
Cail for Republican Convention for
world and the character of those No. 3 Las Vegas, south
4
All notices of contest shall be subthe State of New Mexlc
Makes Upset
Stomacr.s
4
places is determined by the training No. 4 Tecolote
mitted In writing, setting forth the Diapepsin
their earliest
Fine In Five Minutes
given them through
7
Fel
of contest, which must be
5
North
No.
uf
Las
grounds
to
Vegas,
"Pursuant
the
requirements
years. If love and sweetness of dis- No. 6 Las Vegas, Central
of the state
9 the call made
by the republican na- filed with the secretary
position are generated in their na- No. 7 San Antonio
As there is often someone in your
three days
least
at
2
committee
central
on
a
12,
December
committee
tional
tures; if a fine sense of Justice and
who suffers an attack of indicon
state
2
of
the
family
1911, for a republican national con- before the meeting
realization of the rights of others are No. 8 Las Vegas, upper
or some form of stomach
a
gestion
9
vention.
ChiNo.
princiPecos
as
In
the
of
underlying
the city
riven them
vention to be held
K
must be held trouble, why don't you keep some
conventions
All
county
12
at
of
state
ples of life, they will reflect Just these No. 10 Chaperito
the
in
Illinois,
cago
S
when they go out into the world and No. 11 San Geronimo
o'clock non on Ttieoday, Jiune 18, not later than the 4th day of March, Diapepsin In the house handy?
the
world
type
to
that
exactly
This harmless blessing will digest
2 1912, for the
typify
No. 12 Rowe
purpose of nominating 1912.
of home in which they grow up.
JARAMILI.O,
2
VENCESLAO
the
you can eat without
anything
13
No.
Rociada
candidates for president and
Chalrm-- n.
2
slightest discomfort, and overcome a
No. 14 Sapello
to be voted for at the presi2 dential election on
sour, gassy stomach Ave minutes
Crickets In Winter.
No. 15 Las Manuelitas
Tuesday, Novem HERBERT W. CLARK,
after.
Secretary.
It is curious how the chirp of a No. 16 Union
transaction
and
for the
ber, 5, 1912,
cricket affects listeners. To some per- No. 17 San Patricio
Tell your pharmacist to let you read
come
as
f
other
business
such
may
sons it is irritating and exasperating;
RABBITS
JACK
OF
DRIVE
BIG
the
18
formula, plainly printed on these
Mishawaka
com-No.
e, it the republican cenfal
to some it Is cheery and suggestive of
2
cases of Papes Diapepsin,
Wash., Feb. 17. One hun
No. 19 McKinley
Spokane,
New
state
of
Mexico
the
good fellowship.
and
carriers
2
will readily see why it makes
then
dred
gunners,
and
20
you
fifty
No.
Juan
San
Santa Fe on this 25th day
Of this latter class is a friend of the
double-barre- l
3
sour stomach, heartIndigestion,
Office Window, a resident of the upper No. 21 Casa Coloraxm
of January, 1312, hereby calls for the drivers, armed with
2
West side, who has two rollicking No 22 Sablnoso
of a convention of the re- shot guns,' a ton of ammunition and burn and other distress go In five
holding
4
start for Marshall, Wash-earl- minutes, and relieves at once such
crickets as his guests for the winter No. 23 San Jose
publican party of the state of New pikes, will
season. Welcome guests they are, too, No. 24 La uiendre
2
tomorrow to participate in the miseries as belching of gas, eructaMexico, to be held In the city of Santa
for their host avers that they have
25
2
Blanca
Pena
No.
at
o'clock
of
New Mexico,
biggest hunt ever arranged in this tions of sour, undigested food, nausea,
Fe, state
come to know him, and that the sound
2
26 Los Alamos
No.
of
comes
home
part of the country. It will mark the headaches, dizziness, constipation and
the
March,
on
he
eighth
when
day
Friday,
of his footstep
2
27
Pablo
San
for
No.
of
select1912
the
for the purpose
A. D.,
beginning of a campaign organized by other stomach disorders.
signal
at nightfall is regularly
2
Some folks have tried so long to find
alterthe Inland Empire Game Protection
and
a vibrant, Joyous greeting from his No. 28 Chavez
eight
ing eight delegates
U
association
29
relief
with
the
from Indigestion and dyspesia
Las
East
No.
Vegas
jolly
nates to represent the republican par- and Propaganda
2
It is easv to believe that these No. 30 Canyon de Menuelitas
or
an
stomach with the
intermountain
Mexico
the
New
in
of
o
the
of
state
clearing
ie
object
ty
crickets recognize their host. There No. 31 Puertecito
&
cures advertised
to
which
every-da- y
of
have
common,
called
be
convention
national
country
said
In
insects
Is something oompanlonable
2
32
Pueblo
have
El
about
made up their
No.
that
of
on
for
18th
The
the
they
hied
many
years.
at
crops
day
Chicago
damaged
of that species. That quality was apelse
33 Los Viliges
have
minds
of
No.
1912.
that
the
hunters
something
wrote:
"The
who
army
they
by
man
bagged
June,
game
the
preciated by
2
of
Is
case
34
Isidro
a
San
theirs
or
minutes
five
No.
believe
to
committees
full
central
Salvation
the
will
wrong,
by
be
The republican
presented
Kettle began It,
3
Dutch clock In the No. 35 Las Galllnas
of the various counties of the state Army for distribution
the little
among the nervousness, gastritis, catarrh of the
2
corner before the cricket uttered a No. 36 Penasco Blanco
stomach or cancer.
are by this committee requested and ,poor of Spokane and other cities.
2
chirp."
No. 37 El Cerrlto
directed to issue a call for the holdThis, no doubt, Is a serious mistake.
2
SHOE REPAIRING
No. 38 Los Torres
Your real trouble Is, what you eat
of a county convention of the re
ing
2
Shoe repairing Is Important
and does not digest; instead. It ferments
No. 39 Tecolotlto
Red Wine and Eggs.
publican party in the respective coun2
Vienna
of
Duchess
40
Bernal
No.
Hohenberg
The
particularly and sours, turns to acid, gas and
ties upon such notice and date as they should be done right
2
Is reported to have proved the value No. 41 Canyon Largo
may deem expedient for the purpose of welt soled shoes which when repaired stomach poison, which pnterfy in the
2
of red wine as an aid to the produc- No. 42 Romeroville
electing delegates to the state conven- should be sewed. Our eelctric driven digestive tract and intestines, and betion of hens' eggs. The duchess is No. 43 Los Fuertes
A
tion to he held on the 8th day of Fleming stitcher and Champion finish- sides, poison the breath with nauseooiit to have been advised to try wine
2
44 Ojitos Frlos
No.
of
March, 1912, as aforesaid, and which er equals hand work, leaving the shoe ous odors.
Prof.
Joubert
on her poultry by
2
the basis of representation shall he flexible and retaining the shape as
A hearty appetite, with thorough
Fontainebleau. Selecting a nock or No. 45 Cherryvale
2
one delegate for each one hundred when new, costs less and wears just dglestlon, and without the slightest
one dozen healthy hens the duchess fed No. 46 Emplazado
2
six of them on wine soaked food, at No. 47 Hot Springs
vote or more, cast for the republican as long. Hedgcock's.
discomfort or misery of the stomach,
4
the rate of one glass each a day. The No. 48 Trementina
for governor of the state
candidate
la
waiting for you as soon as you de2
other six had their same ration soak- No. 49 Agua Zarca
New Mexico at the late election
of
to try Pape's Diapepsin.
cide
Within four months
ed with water.
2
No. 50 Guadalupe
held on the 7th day of November,
BRANDT Jt
hens had laid 148 more
the wine-fe4
TO CURE A COLD If. ONE DAY
No.
Ignacio
(911. and one delegate at larce from
eggs than those drinking only water.
I'lll. In K d ud ttola
2
BROMO Quinine
which
LAXATIVE
Colonias
52
Las
to
in
addition
No.
Take
wine-feupon
d
each
said
are
hens
county
Mllri
rttk Bh. klbboi
bom,
Eggs of the
Take
2
V
Drueslst refund money If
Tablets
basis the representation In the state
be much larger and of a finer quality. No. 53 Enclnosa
The cheapest grade of red wine was
ran kocmx as Bat, SUM. Alarm B ll.l.u ft falls to cu-- e. F. W. GROVE'S
Proxies will not be recognized un- convention of the republican party ofi
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
used.
Is on eacn box. 25c.
less held by residents of the same the state of New Mexico to be held
con-tan-

n
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jack-rabbit-

It Never Flickers
The long winter
a woman a

ings give

evensplen-

did chance for sewing or
embroidery; but her eyes
sutler from the strain unless
she has a good light.
The Rayo is the best
lamp made.
It gives a strong, diffused light that is remarkably easy to the eyes.
There is no glare to it ; no nicker. It lights up a whole room.
The Rayo is an economical lamp, too.

You get the most possible light-valfor the oil burned ; and the Rayo itself is a
lamp. Yet it is a handsome lamp an ornament to any room in the houae.
The Rayo Lamp is easily lighted without removing shade or chimney ; easy to
; also in numerous other style
Made of solid bran, nickel-plate- d
clean and rewkk.
and finishes.
Ajk yaw dnkr to ihow you his line of Rayo tmmm ; or write for descriptive circular
to aoy agtacy of the

Continental Oil Company
(locofltoratocD
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PERUNA
SAVED MY
LIFE.

FADS AND

FASHIONS
incw York, Feb. 17.
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III

COURT IOWA WOMAN

THE CENTER OF

WELL AGAIN

A WOMAN
AGAIN

"Wire is still busy. I will call you."
he said.
Captain Henry fumed. Jeanette listened In silence. Then he slammed
up his telephone.
She watched the
clock and waited.
4:56 she drew a
long breath, and passed the call, to
a few moments they were
talking.
Captain Henry gave the same details that he had given to Rldgeton.
gave them like a flaaa. Then having
evidently learned wisdom, he passed
calls to Lakeville, New Burn and
New York at the same time.
Jeanette had not thought he would
do that The train did not
get Into
New York until
nearly six o'clock.
Dared she delay that call so long a
time?
She took the calls slowly, making
him repeat several times, until hi
voice was like a cannon roar with
anger. Then she set her teeth, folded
her armB, and waited. Once she made
a feint of receiving reports on the
calls and after giving the bogus in
formation courteously to Captain Henry recorded It on the back of the tickets.
6:00 N. C. (no circuit).
5:10 By (busy).
The girl beside her was watching
her curiously.
How queer Jeanette
Whipple was looking.
The fight was on 270 called every

Although fun They launder beautifully and are durFreed From Shooting Pains,
deal during able.
B JEAN ELGINBROD
present winter the turners are
Spinal
Weakness,
Dizziness,
Chepe de chine adapts itself to any "I Recommend It Wherever
complaining of an exceedingly unsatThe rush of the day's work was
by Lydia E. Pinkham's
isfactory season and the retail mer- design with splendid results. The
DECISIONS OF MOMENTOUS CONI Am."
nearly over in the telephone office.
chant with courage and money to dressy, elaborate oiouse fashioned
Vegetable Compound.
Jeanette Whipple, trunk operator, fac
POLITICAL
AND
SEQUENCES,
Ms opportunity has been able to from this material is graceful and rich
Mrs. John
lng the clock, saw that in a little less
looking, while the tai.ored blouse may
M.
INDUSTRIAL, TO BE GIVEN
take over at wholesale
Stabler,
Ottumwa, Iowa. -- "For
than two hours her time would be up.
i
large consign- be as
x Woo
a
v4
as
desired.
u
r
Millers
plain
j
Many
g,
severely
ments of rurs at so low a
almost a constant suffers from female She wondered if Richard were watchprice that of the new models have long sleeves
1ml., writes:
tje Is able to offer his customers verFeb. 17. A subject of
trouble in all its ing the clock as impatiently as she.
Washington,
and are trimmed with black satin IBs1"
"I have
Such a long, long time to six o'clock
itable bargains,
"15
dreadful
now
is the posforms; and
been cured of much discussion Just
or mousaeline ue sole.
y.
the happy walk home.
shooting
all
pains
a very bad sible consequences, financial, indus'ir"'iam wei8hi cowr-ai- l corns aie In wool fabrics ror
over my body, 8ick
She glanced over at the local board.
the
early
case
spring
caof
trial and political, of the several imappearing plentifully among the heav- headache, spinal The local girls were always busy.
tarrh of the portant decisions that are
" wmier models and while too liggt leading colors will be blues In navy
Their hands flew as they connected
Weakness, dizziness,
expected
stomach and to be handed down at an
fT use in northern i eliruarx and king's national, new navy, Persian,
line after line. The dropB fell quick
date
and
depression,
early
constipation ,
March they are desirable for a south- sapphire and cadet. Tans will range
everything that was er than they could answer them. The
and compli- - by the supreme court of the United
from champagne, tan and khaki
horrid. I tried many chief operator (No. 25 offlclall), wu
er sojourn and for later
in
The
which
decisions
States.
and
ailmos'
catloh
of
spring
doctors in different working back of the board on the
summer uses In the north. The light, shades, graduating into tobacco and
ments that I interest is manifested are those In the
In mixtures grays and
browns.
parts of the United Hayes.
golden
tone, ratiier rough woolens of light
hove had for cases of the cotton pool and the anStates, but Lydia E.
tans will take the iead over other colThe monitor walked up and down,
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manities and fundamentals of morals,
and
good breeding, good manners'
correlated branches which, while they
ought not to be given undue prominence, certainly should not be Ignored.
In the manner- of sex 'the
graded
about equal as to
are
school pupils
numbers and it will hardly be seriously questioned' that women are better qualified than men to train girls,
while they still possess at least equal
fitness foi training boys, the net result being on the whole decidedly in
favor of women teachers. Incident
ally, it might be remarked that no intellectual com;arison8 can be made
invidious to wctneti as teachers. The
argument therefore comes back to
the original proposition of relative fitness for that real training which is
the highest phase of teaching and for
maintaining discipline. The very fact
that women teachers are steadily increasing in numbers seems to show
that the distinguished federal educators' argument is being automatically disproved.
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Morse, Mrs. E. C Meisner, Mrs. C. C.
F. L.
Mrs.
R. K- MoClanahan,
Mrs. R. K. McClanahan, Mrs. F. L.
Myers, Mrs. William J. Mills, Mrs.
Mrs. McNierney,
Charles Michael,
Miss Lucy Myers, Miss Marie Olney,
Mrs.F. E. Olney, Mrs. Max Nordhaus,
Mrs. E. F. Palmer, Mrs. S. Powers,

rJRMAN-MlLLE-

I'FiiT.

jjressjnRItO

thr arSWCr
everv Baking Problem.

Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds, Mrs. R. L
M. Ross, Mrs. H- - J- Ryan, Mrs. C. C.
Robblns, Mrs. Frank H. H. Roberts.
Hrs. E. P. Rudulph, Mrs. Will Rosenthal, Mrs. A. T. Rogers. Jr.,' Mrs.
Frederick Ruhr, Miss Rebecca Rowland, Mrs. Frank Stress, Mrs. C. A.
Spiess, Mrs. E. B. Shaw, Mrs. O.G.
Schaefer, Mrs. C. H. Schirmer, Mrs.
T. M. Smith. Miss Laura Springer,
Mrs. W. R. Tipton, Mrs. Charles
Tamme, Mrs. Archie Tally, Mrs. J.
van Houten, Mrs. H. S. Van Petten,
,
Mrs. R. B. Wlngo, Mrs. Chris
Mrs. J. H. Ward, Mrs. J. "H.
York.
Messrs. W. G. Benjamin, E.
E. Breez, C. D- Boucher, W. W;
Browne, F. O Blood, Ernest Blood,
Frank Bope, L. A. Baca, C. L. Baily,
F. H. Clark, J. S. Clark, H. G. Coors,
J. M. Cunningham, S. B- Davis, Jr.,
J. S. Duncan, Jr., C. C. Ettling, P. J.
Emenaker, J. L. Earickson, George i
Fleming, J. DeGraftenreid, Leon Guy,
H. W. Goelitz, W. E. Gortner, Lee
Gerard, J. H. Gibson, R. G. Head, W.
G. Haydon, D. T. Hoskins, Leonard
Hosklns, Douglas Hoskins, G. H. Hun
ker, J. D. Hand, W. H. Humphreys,
Charles Hedgcock, E. W. Hart, Louis
Ilfeld, Charles Ilfeld, Clarence Iden,
E. E. Johnson, Tom Keaveney, A. A.
Jones, H. W. Kelly, W- E. Kaser,
G. H. Kinkel, B. S. Lewis, A. H. Lo
renzen, Harry Lorenzen, D. J. Leahy,
E. G. Murphey, C. C- Mariner, F. L
-

Ball was
the Event of the Week
Masque balls, grand receptions, and
all other social tunctions of the past
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
decade were in total eclipse on the
DAILY, BY CARRIER :
night of St. Valentine's day, when the
$ 05
Per Copy
ladies of Las Vegas were hostesses
16
One Week
to the gentlemen of the Meadow City
W
One Mcnth
at one of the most brilliant masquer- dancing girl: Mrs. W. P. Mills, counT.N
tee Year
ades in the history of Las Vegas. try girl; Mlsa Anna Merrill, Sylvia;
DAILY BY MAIL:
detail of the affair from the Miss Addle Merrill. Black Eyed Su- $6.00
One Year
grand march to the "Home, Sweet jsan; Miss Marie Mann, yama yama
3.00
lx Months
irl; Miss Coraiine Michael, Carmen:
Home" waltz bore the mark of perhas the ar- Miss Cornelia Murray, Turkish girl;
before
Never
fection.
o
.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
been the scene of so brilliant Miss Frances Myers, flower girl; Miss
If a preacher turns out to be a mory
GROWER.
and it seems safe to say Madeline Mills, Mary Jane: Miss Sa$2.00 scamp, that's news; If a cashier ab- an affair
One Year
Mrs.
never
will be again, that is, die O'Byrne, Spanish dancer;
it
that
100 sconds, that's news; if a woman
Six Months
four years roll Hoy Prentiss, gipsy; Mrs Trhn Rogers.
until
course
another
of
Iioisons her husband, that's news; If
observe leap "Vnial kill; Mrs- Secundino Romero,
(Cash In Advance for Mail Subscrip- a man kills his wife to get rid of her, by and the ladies again
colonial lady; Mrs. E. D. Raynolds,
year.
tions).
that's news. Faithful preachers, hongipsy 'girl; Mis. Hnett Raynolds,
Remit by draft, check or money est bankers, helpful, cheerful,
By 8 o'clock the armory floor was
Miss Morning Glory; Miss Marguenot
will
we
8:20
At
otherwise
If
sent
srder.
husbands and wives are too crowded with gay maskers.
rite Rudulph, butterfly; Miss May
be responsible for loss.
common to mention no news in that. the music struck up the grand march
Ross, French dancing
on
lication.
free
on.
lady; Miss
apf
Specimen copies
Keep thiB in mind when you read the and the evening of frolic was
Edith Ray, red butterfly; Miss Clara
the
in
imin
110
heads"
the
"scare
About
papers and
masqueraders joined
AT
LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
were Robblns, Valentine; Mrs. Ben Strick-t'addeagine the country is going to wreck, first dance and the balconies
blind organ grinder; Mrs U
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
crowded with the unmasked guests.
says the Jewel (Kan.) Republican.
C. Simth, shepherd girl; Misses Ma-PAID FOR.
o
Never has Las Vegas witnessed such
ir and Helen Schaefer
iwnish girls
costuming as at this affair. Everythe
;iS3 Winifred Shuler, colonial
Advertisers are (guaranteed
the
from
laly
new
and original
thing was
Miss Marjorie Shaw, colonial
largest dally and weekly circulation
BASEBALL NOTES.
lady:
most
ludicrous.
to
E. J. MoWenie, R. K. McClanthe
handsomest
Mrs. Charles Trumbull, Scotch lassie; Myers,
of any newspaper in Northwestern jJ
dressed court ladles, two
William
J. Mills, W. P. Mills,
Beautifully
ahan,
New Mexico.
Miss Emma Tamme, sailor girl; Miss
Max Nordhaus, J. McNierney, Herblaced kids, blind organ grinders, gipDell Took er, Japanese girl: Miss Mary
ert Nichols, James O'Byrne, F. E.
Honus Wagner has equaled "Pop" sy girls, colonial ladies, dancing girls,
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1912.
Tipton, fairy queen; Miss f he: a 'T.vi
and
ladies
Olney, E. F. Palmer, E. T. Plowman,
Anson's record of hitting for .300 or butterflys, flowers, puritan
.Petten, butterfly; Mrs. L C. WItten, M. M.
many other beautifully and comical
Padgett, Hallett Raynolds, Will
better for 15 consecutive seasons.
gipsy: Miss Ruth Winters, Red RidR. L M. Ross, A. T. Ro
Rosenthal,
"Duke" Charley Farrell, the former dressed women and girls were on the
ing Hood: Miss Ruth Williams, Span- Robert Rogers, of Albuquer
Among the gentlemen there
Jr.,
gers,
big league catcher, will coach the lloor.
ihs girl; Miss Raflfcael Ward, Scotch
que; John Rumohr, Walter Randolph,
pitchers with the Boston Braves the were darktown sports, Spanish cava- lassie: Miss Jane
Ward, Puritan A.
Ringland, of Albuquerque; C. H,
liers, Japs, men of many nations, sail maiden Mrn C
coming season.
s'tn flower
,
With President Ban Johnson in the ors, clown, shepherds, chauffeurs and
Schirmer, E. B. Shaw, O. G. Schaefer
and Miss Mossie York, Spanish girl.
C. A. Speiss, Frank Strass,
Franl;
chair, the American League meetings many other characters.
Tho gentlemen and their costumes
are peaceful affairs. "Banny Pulls
Springer, Henry Springer, H. M
The unmasking ocourred in a sec were:
the Strings."
Smith, Charles Tamme, Leo Tipton,
ond grand march of the evening and
Simon Bacharach, clown: lawrence
W. R- Tipton, R. J. Taupert, Ed Thias,
Hugh Jennings was born in Mooslc, many surprises as to the identity of
el paisano del norte: Christof- J. van Houten, H. S. Van Petten,
Pa., and therefore has a fine ear for the maskers were sprung. After the Clark,
ferson,
Spanish gentleman; Richard
melody as rendered by Ty Cobb and unmasking all of the guests joined in
Harry Wingo, J. D. W. Veeder, Elmer
Devine, and Colbert C. Root, a pair of
his mighty bat.
Veeder, John H. York, J. Swartz and
WOMV.K AM 'PIS A CHICKS
Durin one dreamy scissors bills; Lorenzo Delgado,
the dancing.
Steve Flanagan has sold his interest
Jap; Frank Winters.
in the Brocton, New England league waltz all of the lights but red and Frank Etitinger, clown; Herbert Geh-rlnblue strings draped to the center of
.
In a recent government report a team, and will scout for the
E. A.
Spanish
chauffeur;
Chicago
the hall were turned out and showers Groves, red
high official of the bureau of educa White Sox.
Miss
Hostess
D.
K.
John
Kelly
prince;
confetti were turned loose on the K. K. ; Manuel Henrlquez, Hess, K. At a Vaudeville Party.
in the
lion deplores the increase
clown;
John A. Elliott, of La Crosse, foun of
of
One
the
dancers.
L. Hammond, nink domino: Ted Hav- Monday afternoon Miss tielen Kelly
number of women teachers as com der and former pilot of the Minnesota- - unsuspecting
prettiest dances was the serpentine ward, clown; H. E. Hoke, red prince; was Hostess at a vaudeville party In
pared with men. He affects to see Wisconsin league, has been
in which the ladies and gentlemen in Walter Hoke, Spanish cavalier; Don- Honor of Miss Helen iirant of Las An
disaster in the terrible fact that dur- president of the organization.
on opposite sides of the floor ald Hart, Orrin Hlood and John Con- geles, who is visiting at the Kelly
lines
of
Both the Boston Nationals and the
ing the past decade the number
threw
serpentine balls over a wire don, three hearts that beat as one; home. The vaudeville stunts proved
has
W.
hundred
J.
claim
men teachers
club
Milwaukee
Pitcher
per
the strings to their partners Herman Ilfeld, Aunt. Jemima; A. C. a pleasing diversion from the usual
dropped from M to 21; that is to say, Brady. The National Commission will tracing
and the affair was one of the
the
dance.
lor
Ilfeld,
women
five
dandy coon; Loe Kellogg, cards
have to determine which club gets
"there are at present about
most
of the winter season
enjoyable
The real leap year spirit reigned Count Prunes; Francis Kelly, Buster
teachers to each man engaged in the the twirler.
Lias Vegas.
in
Each of Miss Kelly's
with
the
Brown:
Dan
evening
If the new Cotton States league club supreme throughout
Kelly, Trinidad's clown;
same occupation. "And still the
a few minutes' enguests
presented
hoped for change does not come," he in New Orleans is successful, Birming the exception of several gentlemen's Robert. Lowrence, "Samanthy Hall"; tertainment and during the afternoon
C.
S.
Losey, Turk; F. M. Lyons, coon:
ham, Atlanta, Memphis and Nashville choice dances and the girls and ladies
plaintively adds.
many star vaudeville artists were
But is there any crying need for will have two ball teams in different kept the programs of the gentlemen F. R. Lord, Indian; C. McClanahan,
brought to light. Tne headline of the
Prentis-sfilled,
applauded for encores and George Washington; Roy
the change, and would the school leagues next season.
bill was a mock military wedding
the
back
to
D.
E.
the
even
their
escorted
cowboy;
Washington
Gabby Street,
Raynolds, chauffeur;
partners
conditions be bettered if the propor
was the source of much amusewhich
tion was reversed and there were stop, Who has caught 9;il games dur punch bowl. At all of these cour- Nelson Robbins, Irishman; Secundino ment, in this Miss Heather Hill was
ex
nine
he
the
years, says
past
tesies the ladies proved themselves Romero, Jap; John Rudulph, clown;
five men for each woman teacher? It ing
to increase nis record the com equal to the occasion and "wall flow John Rogers, pink domino; Ben the blushing bride, Miss Kachael
may be taken for granted that the pects
Ward the
groom, Miss Winifred
season to 1,000 games.
black domino; Will Shuler thehappy
Strickfadden,ers" were unheard or.
government educator quoted confines ing
mother, Mrs. L.
weeping
The Chicago Cubs have signed
To the younger ladles of Las Vegas Springer, gold miner; H. C. Smith, C. Witten the father of the
his complaint largely to the graded
bride, an.i
of
A.
the
Las
Charles
Moore,
Angeles belongs the credit for the success of shepherd;
Henry Shaw, matador; Miss May Ross was the minister that
schools, since in the nature of things
Bill
a
is
who
second
called
team,
the ball. It was their creation and Charles Trumbull, clown; Robert Vas-se- , tied the
much of the larger number of teach-ed- s
nuptial knot. Miss Florence
Lots of them have been called they carried it out to perfection.
a dark town snort; Leslie WItten,
of both sexes are employed in Lange.
Hoskins
acted as best man. Mrs. E.
a second Bill, but there has been only Never was the floor of tine armory in sailor; C. W. G. Ward,
king's jester; J. McWenie and Miss Mildred Brown
the grades. For the highest executive one "Little Eva."
better condition and the music was H. D. Young, Spanish prince.; Arthur formed the military band that played
positions, for which qualifications as
An innovation at the White Sox
the wedding march. Comical recitainstructors, are not emphasized, it park will be a couple of benches in the kind that put the dancing spirit Seneca, clown.
Other guests who sent acceptances tions,
may possibly be admitted that as a left field for the use of battery men into everyone. Every detail of the
clog dancing, singing and many
ball was just as it should have been. were:
stunts made up the remainder
other
rule men are to be preferred, for between the warming-usessions, and
Mrs. P. J. Emenaker,
Mrs. B. of the program.
reasons that do not in any way reflect perhaps a Morris chair for Ed. Walsh All of which is due to ability of the
ladies as hostesses. There was, Archibald, Mrs. W. G. Benjamin, Mrs.
Miss Kelly's guests Were: Miss Mil- upon women's competency. Yet even will be added to the scenery.
Mrs.
E.
one
In
E.
the
Mrs
Behringer,
however,
lingering
F.
Breez,
regret
extent
thees objections are to a large
Rube Waddell has signed a contract
O. Blood, Mrs. C. D. Boucher, Mrs.
(Continued on Page Five)
obviated by the imaqualified success with the Minneapolis club, which calls minds of the men after the dance and
II L. Bacharach, Mrs. J. A.
comes
was
but
that
that
leap
year
Baca, Miss
of manv distinguished women edu for $10 bonus a week during the playElizabeth Coors, Miss Bessie Cooley, I'
cators, and notably by that of Mrs ing season if he does not urink funny once every four years.
a
i
Through the courtesy of the ladles rars. carter, Mrs. Henry Uoors, Mrs.
Ella Flagg Young as superintendent cow's milk. He will receive his salJ. Clark, Mrs. C. M. Losey, Mrs. J. M.
of the great Chicago school system. ary in a lump at the end of the year, a list of the registered maskers has
WWW
To these conspicuous examples must ana Joe Cantillon shudders to think been furnished as well as the accept- Cunningham, Miss Tessie Devine,
Miss Mary Davis, Mrs. S. B. Davis,
be added the thousands of graded what will happen when Rube gets ed invitations. The ladies and their
costumes were as follows:
Jr., Mrs. J S. Duncan, Jr., Mrs. C. C.
school principals who perform their the bunch of lettuce.
Mrs.
Sis
Miss
Ettling, Mrs. J. p. Earickson, Mrs.
Amsden,
Hopkins;
Manager Bobby Wallace, of St.
duties quite as efficiently and successGeorge Fleming, Mrs. W. E. Gortner,
Bernard,
Maggie
dancer;
Spanish
the
served
has
notice
that
or
Louis,
fully as men principals. Whether
Mrs. Gibson, Miss Anne George, Miss
not women principals for nigh schools Browns will make the American Miss Helen Brant, two faced kid;
Edna
Miss
Mildred
Gerard, Miss Clara Helneman,
Brown,
next
teams
the
all
Evangeline;
way
of
league
fight
are chosen less frequently because
Mrs. C. I M. Bally, Valentine; Mrs. Miss Etta G. Head, Mrs. R. G. Head,
to
season.
his
Unable
experiin
forget
women
prejudice agaiust placing
W. G. Haydon, Mrs. J. D. Hand,
ences of 1911 Bobby now Bings the Simon Racharach, silver princess;'
positions requiring greater executive
Alice
Miss
Miss
classic:
George Hunker, Mrs. Charles Il
Missouri
Coors,
Mary
regipsy;
and disciplinary ability, the fact
I
Coors, butterfly; Miss Mary. Clark, no feld. Mrs. H. C. Ilfeld, Mrs. Clarence
mains that, women principals would on "Every time come to town,
!en, Mrs. A. A. Jones, Mrs. E. E.
The boys keep klckin my, dog roun'
Miss Marguerite Cluxton,
trump;
thCyhole rendep just as effective ser- It makes
no difference if he is a houn' sailor girl; Miss Marguerite Cava-noug- Johnson, Mrs. Charles Kohn, Mrs. W.
acbe
may
isolated
examples
vice, if
old maid: Miss Helen Cunning- E. Kaser, Mrs. George H.
They gotta quit klckin' my dog roun'."
Kinkel,
cepted as a safe criterion.
Mrs. H. W. Kelly, Mrs. D. J. Leahv,
,
Miss
Louise
poppy:
ham,
.red
one
is
if
there
It would seem that
ATTENTION ELKS
corn flower;
Mies Lury Mrs. C. S. Losey, Mrs A. H. Lorenfield in which women have qualificaHave you had your photograph Clements and Miss Marie Clements, zen, Mrs E. S. Lewis, Miss Mary
men
is
It
tions superior to those of
made for the new lodge rom? Water
Miss Ida Laird, Mrs. B. P.
the educational field, and especially is man is making sittings and the pic- yama yama girls; Mrs. F. H. Clark, Lowry,
Mrs.
H.
Dutch
E.
Fell,
girl;
college
this true in these days when the tures are proving as good or a little
school is so largely supplanting the better than the quality usually turned girl; Mrs. H. W, Goelitz, Dutch peahome in the relation of both to the out by that, high class photographer. sant; Miss Gladys Gibson, southern
Miss Hattle
lettuce
Masque
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Ask Your Grocer for It

$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
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demonstrator
Telephone or call and we will have our
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile

Mactiioepop
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Wm. Whalen, Prop,

Phone Main 344,
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want
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Babit
Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.
The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
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CLOSES OUR

GREAT

child during the formative period of
Its character. The fact of this supplanting is to be deplored, but It is
a fact nevertheless. It being surely
granted that the burden of training
children as a general proposition not
only falls upon women but belongs
there by right, it is difficult to see
any force in the argument that men
are by virtue of being better quail-fleto teach the young.
Too little ini nrtance is attached to
the (raining ft the ih.'.d iu the hu
d

Helneman,
lady;
today girl; Miss Florence Hdskins, French
,
dancer; Miss Heather Hill, nigh
Miss Phoebe Hart, college girl; Mrs.
BE MODERN
Send your washing away from the E. L. Hammond, red cross nurse;
house and be freed of the annoyance Mrs. H. E. Hoke, witch; Mrs. Arthur
lady: Miss Loma
of wash day smells and troubles. The Ilfeld, Turkish
MIsb
Helen Kelly, two
Johnson,
night;
Las Vegas Steam laundry does family
Mrs. F. M. Lyon, red Vafaced
kid;
well
as
as
fancy washing.
washing
Miss Laura Lorenzen,
Fvery day Is wash day there no mat- lentine;
Miss Lorraine Lowry, butterter how much M rains or ?nowt. Itae
w:lt Is done by experts, too. Try it fly; Miss Louise Lowry, bachelor
mce and be convinced.
girl; Mlsa Aurora Lucero, Spanish
Better arrange for a sitting
Waterman, the Plaza.

Digestion
wMI

be easy

The Last

if

Our Shirt
is

the food

There's a Reason"

Sale

SHIRTS

$1,15

$2.00

SHIRTS

$1,39

$2.50 SHIRTS
SHIRTS

$1.69
$2.19

SHIRTS

$2.50

&

Shirts

89c

85c Shirts

STORE OF QUALITY"

Day of

Grape-Nut- s

SHIRT

$1.75

$2.25
$3.00
$3.50

$1.25

rWfW

SEMI ANNUAL

.

ACHARACH
E. Las
Vegas

SALE.

59c
Good

Shirts

jjjj
N.M'.

Cost
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The Prescriptioolst

John Larrasolo went to Santa r
this afternoon on business.
Mrs. D. W. March will leave tomorrow afternoon a short trip to Denver.
E. V. DuCbamme of Demlng was In
Las Vegas yesterday and today on
business.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Montoya of Callages were in Las Vegas yesterday visiting friends.
'71
t
Mrs. and Mrs. Charles A. Spiess
left this afternoon on a short trip 10

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost"sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

New York City.
Mrs. George Kahle and daughter.
Miss Eunice, will leave tomorrow afternoon for Los Angeles.
J. H. Chandler of Raton came in
yesterday afternoon and was in Las
Vegas today on business.
Jose Dario Gutierrez was in La3 Ve
gas today from his home in La Llen- -

WINTERS DRUG CO.
Phone

IVIaiu

:

dre purcbasing supplies.
Joseph De Graftenreid, who has
been in Las Vegas several days on
business, returned to bis home in Bu
chanan this afternoon.
Dr. J. Jones, cattle Inspector, has
returned from a visit of two months
with friends and relatives In his former home in Manchester, la.
W. G. Ogle, the real estate man, re
turned this afternoon irom a short
business trip to Raton and other
points In the northern part of the
state.
Ralph Halloran aof Berkeley, Calif.,
who has been in Las Vegas several
doys on business, left this afternoon
on train No. 1 for Albuquerque, his
former home.
F. B. Potter, of the Potter candy
store, epects to leave tomorrow even
ts on a trip into the northwestern
rtes. He will visit Seattle and
other cities In that section.
Mrs. M. L. Tipton, who has been
In Las Vegas for about a month visiting her son, Dr. W. R. Tipton, re
turned to her home In Watrous this
afternoon. Dr- Tipton accompanied
his mother.
Dr. and Mrs. C. C. Ettling left last
night for 'Omaha, Neb., where Dr.
Ettling has been transferred In the
service of the cattle sanitary board.
Dr. Leon Durham of Albuquerque will
succeed Dr. Ettling. Dr. Durham came
In from the Duke City several days

1
NEW DRESS GINGHAMS
in plaids, checks and stripes

27 inches wide,

warranted

fast color at

12

U2c

Best grade (36 inche precale,

cambric finish, light and dark
colors, and side bands, regular 15c value at

12
HOFFMAN

1 --

2c

AND GRAUBARTH

PHONE MAIN 104

ago.

"The

Lax-Fo- s

Way.
If you had a medicine that would
strengthen the liver, the stomach, the
kidneys and the bowels, and at the
same time make you strong with a
systemic tonic, don't you believe you
would soon be well?
Way."
That's "'The Lax-Ko- s
We ask you to buy the first bottle
on the money-bacplan, and you will
to
sell you the secask your druggist

Engineer "Daddy" Snell, who was
badly burned In the headon collision
east of Watrous several weeks ago,
was taken to'' his home in Raton this
afternoon. While, on account of the
burns he Is not able to be up, his
condition is considerably improved
and he is well on the rod to recovery.
Brakeman Will Hanley, who was In
jured In the wreck, Is also reported
to he doing well.

OPTI-

Society Rotes
from

(.Continued

Pag;

Four).

dred Brown, Ailss Dottle nobnins,
Mrs. C. P. Trumbull, miss Marguerite
Cavanaugh, Mrs. lj. J. McWenle, Miss
Heather Hill of Idaho Springs, Colo.,
Miss Emma l'amme, Miss Mary Clark,
Mrs. H. E. Fell, Miss Helen Schafer,
Miss Marie Schafer, Miss Helen
Miss Louise Cunnibgnam,
Miss Ixrna Johnson, Mrs. j. H. Clary
of El Paso, Miss Marguerite Clinton,
Miss Marguerite Rudulph, Mrs. L O.
Witten, Mrs. C. W. G. Ward, Miss
Rachael Ward, Miss Jeanette Ward,
Miss Anne George, Miss Mary Coors,
Miss Mary Tipton, Miss Tessle De- vine, Miss May Ross, Miss Winifred
Shuler of Raton. Miss Gladys Gibson,
Miss Mossie
York, Miss Marjorie
Shaw, Miss Addle Merrill, Miss Ann1
Merrill, Miss Ethel Musser and Mrs.
J M. Cunningham.
V

V

Visiting Girls Are
Guests of Honor.
On last Saturday afternoon Miss
Winifred Shuler oi Raton, who was
visiting in Las Vegas, the guest of
Mrs. D. J. Leahy, Miss Heather Hill,
of Idaho Springs, Colo., the guest of
her sister, Mrs. E. J. McWenle, and
Miss Helen Brant of Ixjs Angeles, who
Is visiting Miss Helen Kelly, were
the guests of honor of Miss Helen
Cunningham and Miss Louise Cunningham at a six handed euchre
party. Miss Mildred Brown carried
off the first honors of the afternoon,
and Mrs. Charles P. Trumbull was
awarded second prize. The guests of
honor were each presented with a
beautiful bunch of roses, the two
prizes also being flowers.
In addition to the three honored
guests those present were: Miss
Lorna Johnson, Miss Emma Tamme,
Miss Mossie York, Miss Mary Tipton,
Miss Mary Clark, Miss Laura Springer,
Miss Phebe Hart, Miss Helen Schafer, Miss Marie Schafer, Miss Dottie
Hoskins, Miss Gladys Gibson, Miss
Rachel Ward, Miss Jeanette Ward,
Miss Marguerite Cluxton, Miss Mary
Coors, Miss Marguerite Rudolph, Miss
Bessie Dunn, Miss Marjorie, Shaw,
Miss Helen Kelly, Miss Anne George,
Mrs. Hallett Raynolds, Mrs. K. D.
Raynolds, Mrs. H. W. Kelly, Mrs. W.
G. Haydon, Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr., Mrs.
J. P. Earickkson, Mrs. W. J. Mills,
Mrs. E. S. Lewis, Mrs. W. E. Kaser,
Mrs. C. A. Spiess, Mrs. W. E. Gortner,
Mrs. George Fleming, Mrs. B. J. McWenle, Mrs. Charles Trumbull, Mrs.
C. W. G. Ward, Mrs. Arthur Ilfeld,
Mrs. Leslie Witten, Mrs. H. Prentiss,
Mrs. H. E. Fell, Mrs. W. J. Lucas,
Mrs. Ackers, Mrs. L Bacharach, Mrs.
Llebstadler, Mrs. Lay, Mrs. D. J.
Leahy and Mrs. Frank Springer.

-.
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17,

run

112.

ens here for the dance, one from Kansas City and ene from Denver, the latter already c4 the ground, and then,
too, many wUp appear In costumes
of their own Assign and make.
The floor will be m fine condition,
' committee in charge,
according to
and two orchestras will play for the
dancers, making one round of good

music. Many kf the different cliques
of Las Vegas tire planning to attend
the ball in criwds and from the advance sale of tickets the attendance
will be a record breaker.

Kindergarten feives
Valentine Party.
The children of Mrs. H. M. North-rup'- s
kindergarten class were hosts
and hostesses to their parents and
friends at a St Valentine's party
Wednesday morning at the home of
Mrs. Northrup on Lincoln avenue. The
guests were served to refreshments
havby the little tots, the delicacies
children
espethe
made
been
by
ing
cially for the occasion. The little
boys and girls proved gooa entertainers and amused their visitors with
their kindergarten work, making the
time a pleasant one for the guests.

4 4

Surprise Party
For Rex and Selsor
Mrs. J. C. Rex and Mrs. F. C. Selsor were tendered ft surprise reception Monday evening by a number of
their friends It the Rex home. Mr.
and Mrs. Rex "left for Albuquerque on
Thursday eveng where they will reside and Mr. i and Mrs. Selsor will
leave for the Duke City the first part
of next week. - The affair was in the
way of a farewell t me two popular
couples. About 40 of their friends
were present and the evening was an
enjoyable one.

CONTEST FOR THE
COMMISSIONER

JOB IS WARM
JUDGE E. C. ABBOTT IS HEARING
ARGUMENTS
OWEN-VAIN
STONE

Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 17. Before
Judge E. C. Abbott In chambers yesterday afternoon, the relator in the
quo warranto proceedings brought by
O. L. Owen to test the
right of G. it,
Van Stone to the office of state corn- oration commissioner, moved to strike
out certain portions of the answer ol
the respondent, seeking to confine
the issue entirely to the
question
whether 1,032 votes cast for 'Sol'
Owen through
misprinting of the ballots, should have been counted for the
relator, o. L. Owen. It is hardly likely that the issues will be confined to
that one question, but whether or not.
the case will be at issue In the near
future and is apt to be decided short- -

ANOTHER BARGAIN.
A neat appearing home on the bill.
House has five rooms and is in good
rnalr. Location Is the best and the
interested
price Is right You will be
if you are thinking of purchasing a

Filadelfo

Baca

Appointed

'''

home.

Mr. and Mrs. W. G. riaydon will be
host and hostess at thsir home this
evening at a dancing party in honor
of Miss Helen Kelly and her friend,
Miss Helen Brant, of Los Angeles.

THE INVESTMENT AND

Phone

George

A.

Fleming,
Manager.

iit.i

... a nn

ui

tresses, springs
Jobnsen & Son

A CLEAN

STABLE

service.
ia an advertisement for livery
are
rigs
well
kept
and
Good horses
The
ability
what bring the business.
of the
to serve the public at any hour oonsid-t-reto be
item
an
Is
or
night
day
livery service, the
in every growdemanded
is
Vnd that
la the name
ing city, is best spelled
telephone
livery,
Cooley
L.
of the M.

MOTHCK

SWEET POWDERS

J;,B
kv s

WITH

THE BOXERS

l

l H

Brooklyn Tommy Sullivan and OHie
Kirk have signed to Dox in St Louis
March 4.
A rumor from the Pacine coast has
it that Champion Aa Wolgast has lung
trouble and will retire from the box
ing game.
How Cold Affects the Kidneys
Avoid taking cold If your kidneys
are sensitive. Cold congests the kid
neys, throws too much much work

For sixty years American housewives have found Dr. Price's Cream
Baking Powder a guarantee of light,
pure and wholesome food.

URHiSG

Hroch TlortIS,

f

Made from grape Cream of Tartar absolutely free from alum

Main IB.
.

What the ground hog had to say the
other day? He declared that six more
weeks of winter were sure to come.
We had a taste Saturday and Sunday
of what can be expected this month
Better get your coal shed filled up right
now.
The Coors Lumber company
has a plentiful supply and will fill all
orders promptly.

Prices!
I
Cream
B
Ba&ing
PoWder. f

NO EXCU8E
For a
ft noor bed.
rui
can
you
Investment
very reasonable
nours as won
sleeping
your
enjov
We are selling the
a millionaire
nnnni!ir Krafts heds cheaper than ever
In the
before. We have many styles
one
finish,
satin
and
bright
'
and pillows. J.

thpbE'S

n i v. v, ,

90

$1.60
Spasmodic,
$1.35
Sunbeam,
Junior Tattoo,

$1.75
$2.70

Eight Day,

ROBERT J. TAUPERT.
JEWELER

OPTICIAN

AND

LAS VEGAS NEW MFXICO

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
Distributing
Agents

BAIN

WAGONS

WEBER
EMERSON
McCORMICK
Full Line of

THE PLAZA

IMPLEMENTS

VEHICLES

SADDLES
SEEDS

HARNESS

A:

the grossets misrepresentations, he
went to Illinois and collected on sev
eral policies, but failed to send In
any applications or money. He did
likewise in Des Moines, Iowa, and one
other city in that state. He had a
lady with him, and It seems is guilty
of about everything on the calendar.
We are certainly glad that you have
him at Roswell, but do not want to
miss him by any hook or crook when
you get through with him. In other
words, we do not want him to get out
a day or two earlier than expected,
and escape the indictments which are
awaiting him In Missouri, Illinois and
Iowa. Wei will doubtless keep him
busy for a few years to come. He baB
no license whatever to work In your
state, and never sent In an applica
tion and evidently never intended to,
from there. We will keep in touch
with the authorities at Roswell, and
bring him over here where he will get
all that is coming to him."
All of which goes to show that it is
best when you do any insurance business with a. stranger, scrutinize his
credentials first.

If you want to get the want you
want to get, you want to get your
want in a want getter. The Optic
wants you to get the want you want
to get Try the ' Want Ada" and see.

LAS VEGAS, N. M.
CHOKED

BIG

upon them, and weakens their action
Serious kidney trouble and even
Bright's disease may result. Strength
en your kidneys, get rid of the pain
and soreness, build them up by the
timely use of Foley s Kidney Pills,
Tonic In action, quick in results. O
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
for $1.
86 cents or two and one-ha- lf

Ha

1

TO

DEATH

i

With his bare hands, Harry Edlse,
years old, fought and choked to
death a Newfoundland dog, which had
attacked several school children. Only
the heroic work of Edlse saved the
children from being mangled by the
savage animal, but he himself was
badly bitten.
Edlse is a truck driver. He was
driving in Hinsdale street when he
saw a group of children on their way
from school at the noon hour, running and screaming. Following rhem
wmi a great black dog, -- TinmUrif fA"
the little ones, but fortur.ately tf'nrrrfc
to fasten bis teeth In any of them.
Edlse was without a weapon of any
kind, but he leaped from his truck,
ran at the dog and kicked him. The
brute immediately turned Its attenUon
to Its assailant and leaping at Edlse
fastened Its teeth In Ms left arm.
Edlse succeeded In breaking the hold
when the dog again seised him, this
time catching the fingers of his left
17

hand.

With his free hand Edlse grabbed
the dog by the throat and despite its
struggles, held on. "The choking
forced the animal to releaae its grip
on the left hand of Edlse, and he
threw the beast to the sidewalk, knelt
on, It to prevent It squirming loose,
and while a great crowd gathered
and stood helpless he choked the
animal to death. New York Glob.

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, no
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

DOG

New York Truck Driver Fought Vlo-loNewfoundland and Saved
Several School Children,

DID YOU HEAR

JT Jin

AGENCY CORPORATION.
40.

Sunrise

Judge Abbott yesterday overruled
the motion of relator to strike certain portions of the answer of the respondent juid relator will now file his
reply to the answer of the respondents. It is likely that this afternoon
a date will be set for final hearing.

Filadelfo Baca, of Las Vegas, was
yesterday appointed assistant state superintendent of public instruction by
Alvan N. White, state superintendent
Misses Fishburn
of public instruction. Mr. Baca sucEntertain for Miss Rex.
ceeds Acagio Gallegos who will take
The classmates of Miss Geneva Rex up the practice of law in
Tajlque, Tor
gave a surprise; party In her honor ranee county.
Monday afternorti of this week at the
Treasurer's Receipts
home of Alta and Nola FishDurn. The
The following sums of money were
was
afternoon
enjoyably spent playing received In
the office of the state
games after which delicious refreshO. N. Marron: New Mexican
treasrer,
ments were served.
Those present
were: Geneva Rex, Gladys Pochel, Printing company, compilation, $17;
Elizabeth Wright, Edith Wright, Har- Thomas P. Gable, game and fish warriet Tooker, Helen Nelson, Violet den, game protection fund, $114.13;
Leonard and Alta and Nola Fishburn. James Balrd, treasurer of Otero county, $493.26; John F. Taylor, treasurer
of Curry county, $901.86.
for
Reception
Appointments at the Penitentiary
Rev. W. R. Quigtfn.
Warden J. B. McManus, announces
Last Tuesday evening the home of
Rev. W. R. Quiggin,
pastor of th-- J the following appointments of guards
Christian church, was the scene of a at the state nenltentlarv: Juan Paohe- reception given in his honor by mem-Der- s co of Santa Fe, foreman at the clay
of the congregation and friends. banks; Irvin Grey of Carrlzozo, Lin
Several of the pastors of other coln county, foreman of the tailor
churches were present and the guests shop; Carlos ttaWo and Juan Qulu-tan- a
of San Miguel county; Tomas
of the evening numbered about 85.
At the conclusion of the affair delic- Medina of Santa Fe; Juan G. Romero
of Taos; Sylvlana Chavez and Matlas
ious refreshments were served.
Velarde of Rio Arriba.
A Much Wanted Man
Mrs. A. L. Schafer entertained the
Superintendent of Insurance Jacobo
Harmony club Thursday afternoon at
her home on xilden avenue. Pro- Chaves has made public the following
gressive spelling was the game of the letter regarding an alleged Insurance
afternoon and Mrs. Gordon carried agent under arrest at Roswell, the letoff the first honors. A tine musical ter being from the Missouri State Life
program was rendered by members of Insurance company of St. Louis, Pres
the club, there being several violin ident Edmund P. Melson signing it:
and vocal solos and a piano duet. DeThere are three separate charges of
licious refreshments were served.
forgery at Hlllsboro, In this state.
4
4
There is one other charge, but the
Mrs. Jake Stern entertained the man is temporarily away. After havTuesday Afternoon Bridge Whist club ing his contract terminated here,
this week at her home on Eighth which was the first place obtained on
street. Mrs. Charles Greenclay was
awarded the first honors.

FOR EVERYBODY

ALARM CLOCKS

CONTROVERSY

According to word received this af- The E. Romero Dance
ternoon from Owensboro, Ky.,
the On Thursday Night.
condition of F. H. Pierce Is slightly
The center of attraction in the sois
he
and
easy.
cial whirl of the coming week will
improved
resting
be the E. Romero Hose and Fire
WELL! WELL1 WELL!
company's George Washington's birthKjaculates the average person irho day masque ball, Thursday night at
passing gazes Into the shop windows the Duncan opera house. This Is the
Sablno Lujan always has an attractive thirtieth annual dance by the West
to be the
display of jewelry, watches, cut glass side firemen and promises
ond.
of
the
company.
the
in
best
history
etc. There Is always something abo'H
It keeps your whole Insides right.
the place that causes people to stor The prospects are for the best costumThere Is nothing else made like and impels them to enter. The store ing ever seen in Las Vegas and the
The Thursday Afternoon Bridge
Jax-FoIs a magnet for the discriminating prizes to be awarded this year are, whist club met with Mrs. M. Green- to be better than
purchaser. Sabino Lujan, jeweler like everything else,
at her home on Fifth street.
Remember the name LAX-Eto
are
be two costum- - berger
ever.
There
street
watchmaker.
Bridge
optician,
Mrs. Emma Cohn won the prize.
k

Sleep 'till waking time comes.

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods
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rhree Hundred

Die Each Year From
Dread Disease
Experts A newer

17, 1912.

Advertisement

Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following
eatray animal was taken up by
Henry T. Nuns, East Las Vegas, N.
tf.. Dec S. 1911.
One black female horse, 1
'ear old. 600 lbs., 10 hands.
Ob left hip

Hiding Treasure Her Mania.
:
ani :
The extraordinary story of a wealthy lady "Magpie," was told In Dublin
Is there such a disease as rabies T Chancery courts the other day, when
Phis question, prompted by doubts as it was mentioned that the residue of
of Miss Magan availto its existence expressed
by dog the great fortune
able for charities would be about
breeders in the New York Times
Branded
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATfc
20,000. The Master of the Rolls, in
finds an emphatic affirmative
Adrian
answer In Circular 129 of the Bureau making orders in the case, said that CONCEPTION
Raheyro.it
Said animal being unknown to Una
Df Animal Industry of
the United some day a Thackeray or a Dickens ;aator.
unless claimed by owner on or
ioard,
extraBtates Department of Agriculture. It would write a novel around the
First uiaats at 7 a m.; second uias
March 5, 1912, said date being
efore
consists of a report by George H. ordinary life of the testatrix. The tt lo a m. Sunday school in English Ifl
after last appearance of this
days
for
mania
accumulat
a
had
old
lady
Hart, V. M. D., assistant in pathology
ud Spanish at 3 p. m., In Spanish a:
ilvertisemcTit. said estray will be sold
nd bacteriology of the pathological ing treasure and placing it In the
M p. in Rosary and benedictiot
Searches
f this Board for the benefit of the
flivision of
the
bureau, entitled most unexpected places.
wner when found.
"Rabies and Its Increasing Preval- had been made and treasures found il the hieseed sacrament at 7:30 ;
a,
CATTLR SANITARY BOARD,
ence," and declares that from one in flower pots and vases and waste
CaliiechidUi for English apeakuu
hundred to three hundred persons die paper baskets, underneath stairs, carAlbuquerque, N. .M.
pets and other places.
bf it each year In this country
i,i,dren u Tuesday 4 p. in., and u.
st pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, I9U
The division of pathology beean inMtiurday ' a. tu.; for Spanish tpea!
Toleration.
11k
1,. iii hi. on Thursday 4 p. m., ano
vestigating rabies In 1895, following
Estray Advertisement
"That man talks a great deal," re
the death of a woman in the District
n Saturday at 9 a in.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
Columbia, and since that time it marked the Impatient girl.
tf investigated nearly 350 cases in "Yes," replied Miss Cayenne; "but I
may concern that the following de-- (
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOF
i lbed estray animal was taken up by
him.
never
He
to
says
In cows, six In cats don't object
Bogs, twenty-fiv- e
and a dozen or more among sheep, anything sufficiently Interesting to OWS Rev. Paul Gilbenon, pastor B n. Monsimer, Isidor, N. M., January
I"irst mass at 6:30 a. nx, third Sun iO, 1912.
foxes, dingoes take my mind off what I was think--j
bogs, horses, wolves,
mass 8:3b
several in human beings. At least ing about."
One sorrel male horse, 12
excepted. Second
iay
fnd
nnon in English, hymns rendered
per cent, of the cases have been
ears old, 850 to 900 lbs., 144 hands
(n the city of Washington, the others
ty the children under the direction
Admonishing Tradition.
Branded
"Do you think leap year gives a
having been forwarded to the division
f the Sisters of Loretto. Third mas.-t-t
On
left shoulder
as
from such widely separated states
woman any special privileges?"
10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish
"It's
the Carollnas, Maine, Wisconsin, New
"No," answered Mr. Oroucher.
'rorn 3 to 4 Sunday
Branded
school. At i
Jersey and Virginia and Indian Terri- merely a warning to a man to be on
On
left hip
of
tenediction
the
Blessed
Sacm
Doctor
"The
disease."
Hart,
tory.
says
his guard."
nent. At the New Mexico Hospita
Hs constantly spreading, and tliere is
Said animal being unknown to this
abundant evidence to warrant the
or the Insane mass every fourti Hoard, unless claimed by owner on or
statement that not a single state is YUAN PARTIAL TO AMERICANS itindaV by the pastor.
before March 5, 1912. said date being
free from It."
10 days after last appearance of this
existo
the
How Chinese Dictator Obeyed Orders
Discussing the doubUas
FIRST
METHODIST
said estray will be sold
EPISCOPAL
advertisement,
tence ef the disease in human beings,
of Late Dowager Empress and
HURCH Cor. Eighth street and Np by this Board for the benefit of the
Doctor Hart writes:
3aved Foreigners.
lonai avenue, Hi. C. Anderson, pastor owner when found.
"Many educated men, including
some physicians, claim that all cases
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
MaJ. Henry Leonard of the United
Sunday schoeV at 9:45. Preaching at
of hydrophobia in the human family States marine corps, retired, who lost
o'clock.
Albuquerque. N. M.
Epworth League at 6:30;
are the result of wrought up, nervous an arm at Tientsin and won a cap1st pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 1912
vening preaching service at 7:30.
excitement, due to fear on the part of taincy in Pekin, has seen a great deal
cordial invitation Is extended ic
the patient. While at times these of Yuan Shih-kai- ,
who, according to ill wh:
Estray Advertisement
have no other place of fcro'i
octhe dispatches, is now dictator in the
symptoms, termed lyssopbobta, do
Is hereby given to whom it
Notice
to
attend
divine
services
at
thif
cur in neurotic individuals who have Chinese empire. "Yuan's son used to thlp
may concern that the following de-sbeen bitten by healthy dogs, they are come a great deal to my quarters in hnrch.
ribed estray animal was taken up by
always hysterical In nature, cause no Pekin," says MaJ. Leonard. "He spoke
lohn S. A. Martin, Socorro, N. M., Feb.
FIRST
CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
organic lesions, and universally ter- English fluently, but his father did
minate in recovery. Thus, lyssopho-bl- a not speak the language at all. For all Main and Eighth streets, W. R. Qulg-gin- , 5, 1912.
t:
Is entirely distinct from the real that he seemed to have a great likOne bay mare, 12 years
Pastor.
disease, which is universally fatal, ing for Americans. That he is a man
600 lbs.
old,
10 a. m. Bible school, 11 a m. comwhen not treated, to the human
of great sagacity and foresight was
Branded
shown by the way in which he obey- munion and preaching service; 2:30
On left hip
ed the orders from the throne In p. in.. Junior Endeavorers meet at
1900 to march against Pekin and crash Mrs. O. Linbergs, 909 Gallinas street.
Said animal being unknown to this
Helping With Home Lessons.
who were cooped up 6:30 p. m. Endeavor society, topic, Board, unless claimed by owner on or
the
Parental interest In the educational thereforeigners
in the legation quarters. At that "No and Yes, When to Say Them," before March 5, 1912, said date
being
progress of a child could not go much time there was
only 1,800 of us, all
to be led by the Look- 10 days after last appearance of this
case
of
Mr.
farther than in the
Jones, told, and matters had become so des- (Ps. 57:1-11whose method of solving mathematical
perate with us when we were relieved out committee. 7:3) p. m., Evangel- advertisement, said estray will be sold
problems would have been appreciated that we had already drawn lots to see ist service, subect, "A Great Gift and by this Board for the benefit of the
at Dotheboys Hall. The Miami News which would kill the women and chil- What Results From It."
'
Wednesday owner when found.
tells the tale.
case the Chinese army attack- 7:30 t. m. prayer meeting and
in
dren
SANITARY
CATTLE
BOARD,
This was the note which was hand- ed us.
Workers' conference at 906 Third
Albuquerque, N. M.
ed to one of the grade teachers the
"Had Yuan come against us he could street.
1st pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 1912
2:30 p. m.,
other day:
Thursday
have exterminated us, as we
'
Dear Mum Please ixcuse Johnny easily
wouldn't have had a show. Yuan was Aid.
Estray Advertisement
today. He will not be at school. He not afraid to lead such an attack, but
is acting as timekeeper for his father.
is hereby given to whom it
Notice
BAPTI8T CHURCH. Corner Main
he never reached Pekin. He marched
Last night you gave him this lximple, his
concern
that the following de
may
down
in
and
B
avenue
N.
Rev.
and
Sixth
army up
Shantung
street,
if a field Is 4 miles square how long
scribed
animal was taken up by
estray
was
of
which
he
governor, Green, Pastor.
will It take a man walking 8 miles an province,
for a whole month. He could always
11 a. m., and 7:30 p Francisco B. Chavez, Quemado, N. M.,
at
Preaching
1U
to walk 214 times around
i,Mir
report that he was actively in the field tn.
Jan. 25, 1912..
T
'Tinny ain't no man, so we bad tc
Sunday School at 9; 45 a. m. A
against the foreigners, but he was careOne dark bay horse, about
send his daddy. They left early this ful
not to get near enough to us to tf. Young People's meeting at 6:30 p. 4 feet II Inches
high.
morning, and my husband said they attack us,
01.
Is
invited.
The public
ought to be back late tonight, though
Branded
when
decided
China
"Therefore,
it
It would be hard going. Dear Mum,
wanted peace the foreign governments
On right hip
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH,
please make the nlxt problem about had Yuan
as the mediator, and the Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector. 716 National
Branded
ladies, as my husband can't afford to
lose the day's work. I don't have no dowager empress thought so well of Avenue.
On right shoulder
time to loaf, but I can spare a day oil hli services that he could have had
Quinquasima Sunday, Feb. 18, 1912.
he wished in China so long
anything
Branded
occasionally better than my husband as he lived."
7:30:
Holy Communion,
Sunday
can. Resp'y yrs. Mrs. Jones." Youth'i
On left shoulder
school 9:45; morning prayer and serCompanion.
Branded
mon 11:00. Ash Wednesday,
Holy
On left hip
communion 7:30 morning prayer,
Benevolent Mule.
Seaport Taking Its Old Place.
office
Said animal being unknown to this
sermon
and
10:30;
lenitential
A farmer once bought a mule at the
Aden, lately visited by King George,
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
service
Lenten
4:15;
prayer
evening
market
for
named
and
it
Hide,
Tough
was a flourishing eeaport centuries
A
before March 5, 1912, said date being
before the Christian era, and con- it looked as if it had been accustomed 4:15.
10 days after last appearance of this
tinued to thrive under the Roman Em- to more blows than food. He put the
In
animal
his
and
clover
little
field,
ADVENT-1SSEVENTH
said estray will bo sold
DAY
FIRST
advertisement,
and
after the rise of Mohammepire
dan power in Asia Minor. The adop- this it seemed to enjoy very much.
CHURCH C. McReynolds, pas- by this Board for the benefit of the
tion of the Cape of Good Hope route One morning Tough Hide saw a troop tor. Regular services In the Chris-io- owner when found.
to India, however, deprived it of Its of asses coming down the lane, lookCATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
church, corner of Main and
trade, and Aden sank to the squalid, ing rather thin. He asked them if
school at 2
Sabbath
street
Albuquerque, N. M.
of
sweet
Eighth
would
a
like
nice
feed
they
insignificant village. Revival came In
Feb.
1st
12,
last pub. Feb. 22, 1912
pub.
p.
clover.
Sabbath
we!"
wouldn't
m.,
"Ah,
every
(Saturday)
brayed
Early Victorian days when the overpreaching at 3 p. m. All who are Inland route to India was reverted to. the asses.
So the mule with his teeth drew out terested In Bible
Estray Advertisement
The British government saw the imstudy are cordially
She gate
Notice is hereby given to whom It
to attend.
invited
portance of Aden as guarding the pas- the staple which fastened
farmmay concern that the following desage to its eastern empire, and a num- and let them In. Soon after the
ber of outrages upon Englishmen by er passed by, and saw the animals
FIRST PRE8BYTERIAN CHURCH. scribed estray animal was taken up by
the Arabs led to the dispatch of an eating his clover, so he got anotcudgel Rev. Norman
Henry T. Nims, East Las Vegas, N.
and drove them all out He
Skinner, pastor. Douglas M.,
only
Dec. 3, 1911.
expedition which took the town in
gave the asses a sound thrashing, but venue and Tenth atreet
January, 1839. Since then its trade he
One femal sorrel horse, 1
well.
as
thrashed
Hide
Tough
and population1 have increased until
Morning worship and sermon at 11 year old, 600 lbs., 10 hands.
Is
Moral.
a
good thing,
Generosity
today Aden is a settlement over 70 but
not to be practiced with o'clock; Bible study and Sunday Branded
square miles In extent and one of the otherought
school session at 9:45 a. m.; Young
people's property.
On right hip
People's society at 6:30 p. m.
Branded
The church extends a most hearty
invitation to all people. Strangers and
On right shoulder
sojourners In the city are especially
Said animal being unknown to this
welcomed.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 5, 1912, said date being
CHRISTIAN 8CIENCE SOCIETY
10 days after last appearance of this
Regular services every Sunday morn
said estray will be sold
advertisement,
TAILOR FOR MEN
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even by this Board for the benefit of the
OF ai 8 o'clock
in O. R. C. hall owner
when found.

the Doubters.

Choir Loft

MtNNtMM

T5he

THE

Optic

WANT

To-wl-

To-wl-

To-wi- t:

A.

COLUMN

advertisements

Aii

eharg-- d

be booked at space actually
et without regard to number of
Cash in advance preferred.
vordv
"il-

wr

RETAIL PRICES

AGUA PUR

COMPANY

Harvester?. ?trrers anH l
and L 'st'tlg Qualities
"imnvis

A

.

20

per

tU per

108
100
100
110

lb

Ike.
30c per
lbs.
Iba.
40c per
58c per 100 lbs.

r'mtors of Natural I"e, the Purity

Which Have Made Las Vegas
Offi( c 701 Douglas Avenue.
f

Mam 2

Wanted
WANTED

Experienced girl for gen
eral housework. 520 Washington.

For Rent
FOR RENT

room furnished house.
921 Lincoln avenue.

FOR

SALE

Buff

Plymouth Rock
per 100. Orders
Mrs. M. E. Stev

baby chicks, $12
filled till July 1.
ens, Humboldt, Kan.

Regular
munication first and
third Thursday In each
month. Visiting broth- f
cordially invited.
?S
; u. a., aiui m. .
u.
w.
M.
Herman,
i.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Secretary.
Meets second and fourth
. . NO. 804.
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pionea
LAS VEQA8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Visiting members are cor
building.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg
dlally Invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.,
mar conclave second Tues-VBaE. P. MackW, F. 8.
day In each month at Ma
O.
C.
sonic Temple at 7:30 p- m.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Boucher, 8. C; Chaa. Tamme. Re
Meet In Che forest of brotherly
corder.
love at Woodmen of the Worii
hall, on the second and fourth Fri
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
day of each month at S p. m. C. Claj
ARCH M 80 N 8 Regular convoca
Consul; G. Laemmie, Clerk. Visittion first Monday In each
ing neighbors are especially welmonth at Masonic Temcome and cordially invited.
ple, at 7:80 p. m. M. R.
Williams, H. P.; P. A.
DKNTISTS.
Brinegar, Secretary.

4af

-

OR. E. L. HAMMOND
Dentist
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
8. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit 4, Crockett Building. Has pho
at office and residence.
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,

Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120
Grand avenue.

A 4 H. P.

FOR SALE

motorcycle. In

A., Optic.

Found
FOUND Bunch of keys.
enthal. Chas. llfeld. Co.

Saul Roa

To-wi-

Feb. 3, 1912.
To-wi- t:

HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

&

HUNKER

Chester A. Hunk?
Attorneys at Law.

NO.
1,
LODGE
DORADO
EL
PYTHIAS Meets Las Vegas,
KNIGHTS
OF
every Monday evening tn Castle Hall.

Visiting Knights are
Invited.
cordially
Chas.

New Mexiee

PHYSICIANS

H. W. HOUF,

E. Liebsch-nle- r,
Cha n c e 1 o r

D. O.,

M.

D.

Physician and Surgeon
I treat all kinds of diseases, but
Commander. Harry
make a specialty of eye, ear. nose and
Martin, Keeper of
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Seal.
Records and
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
Vegas 342.
Grand Avenue.
, Office:
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
FRATERNAL
705 Sixth Street
Residence:
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
10CAIWCAH0
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring,
T.
J.
secretary;
Buhler,
president;
EAST BOUND
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
Depart
Arrive
9:16 p. a.
No. 2
9:10 p. m.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545, No.
11:10 p. m
4.... 11:06 p m
B. Meets every first
I. O. of B
1:25 a, m
1:16 a. m
No. 8
Tuesday of the month in the vestry No. 10
2:10 p.
1:45 p. m
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
WEST BOUND
Isaac Appel, No. 1
Invited
cordlr.lly
1:20 p. m
1:46 p. m
President; Char lea Greenclay, Sec No. 3
6:16 p. m.
6:10 a. m
retary.
4:50 p. m
No. 7
4:40 p. m

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed
animal was taken up by
Thos. J. Owen, Mineral Hill. N. M
lanuary 2, 1912.
t:
One mare, about 8 years
Id, 700 lbs.
Branded
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
On left shoulder
Meet in Fraternal
Brotherhood
A. M. Adler, Sachem; David
hall.
Branded
On left hip
Flint, chief of record? and collector
of wampum.
Visiting brother
Said animal being unknown to this
relcome.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
beforo March 5, 1912, said date being
10 day3 after last appearance 01 this
I. O. O. F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
advertisement, said estray will be. sold
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
)v this Board for the benefit of the
their haH on Sixth street. All visitowner when found.
ing brethren cordially Invited to atCATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
tend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.;
M
N.
Albuquerque,
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
1st pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 1913
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Advertisement
Estray
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
M. D. Pineda, Arroyo Seco, N. M
old, 156

ATTORNEYS

1

FOR SALE Edison phonograph, 75
records, recorder, $ o. Good as new,
cast $125. 212 Ninth street, East
Las Vegas.

quire

com-

2

For Mate

Meets second aafl
fourth Tuesday evening of eaekj
month at O. R. C hall.
Visiting
brothers are cordially invited. Gee
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

NO. 2, A. F. A B. P. O. ELKS

M.

One blue horse, S years
lbs., 4 feet, 2 inches.

Branded
On left shoulder

V

No.

9

6:35 p. m

7:00 p. m

First La Grippe, Then Bronchitis.
Tl it was the case with Mrs. W. S.
Baiiey, McCreary, Ky. My wife waB

taken down with a sever attack of
which run into bronchitis. She
coughed as though she had consumption and could not sleep at night. The
first bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound gao her so much relief
that she continued nstng it until she
was permanently cured." O. G. Schae-fe- r
and Red Cross Drug Co.
Foley Kidney Pills will cure any
case of kidney or bladder trouble not
No
beyond the reach of medicine.
medicine can do more. O. G. Schae-fe- r
and Red Cross Drug Co.

Crystal Ice Co
Pure Ice

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 5, 1912, said date being

HOW'S THISJ
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
TEMPLE MONTEFIORE
Douglas
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
venue and Ninth street, J. S. Raisin,
Cure.
rabbi.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Services and sermon every Friday
the undersigned, have known
We,
Advertisement
Estray
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
uight at 8 o'clock. Services for chll
Notice is hereby given to whom it believe him
perfectly honorable in all
dren and Sabbath school every Satur may concern that the
following de- business transactions, and financially
day morning at 10 o'clock.
scribed estray animal was taken up by able to carry ont obligations made by
J. H. Buckelew, Estancla, N. M., Feb. his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
8HILOH BAPTIST CHURCH Cor 7, 1912.
Toledo, O.
Too-winer Columbia and Railroad Avenues,
One bay horse, 9 or 10
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inRev. W. R. Burgess. Pastor.
ternally, acting directly upon the
years old, 650 lbs., 12 bands.
and mucous surfaces of the sysBranded
mm blood
Preaching 11 a. m., and 8 p. m., by
tem. Testimonials sent free. Price
m.:
school
3B
9:45
the pastor; Sunday
On right hip
a
75 cents per bottle. Sold by all DrugB. Y. P. TJ., S p. m. All are welcome
Said animal being unknown to this gists.
Take Hall's Family pills for consti
to attend these services.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
pation.
before March 5, 1912, said date being
SERVICE. 10 days after last appearance of this
GERMAN LUTHERAN
AN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING
On the evening of February
25, a advertisement, said estray will be sold Is sweeping over the town. Old and
young alike are affected, and the
week from this Sunday, beginning at by this Board for the benefit of the strain
Is particularly hard on little
7:30 o'clock, another German service owner when found.
children and on elderly people. Foley's
CATTLE 8ANITARY BOARD,
will be held in the Presbyterian
Honey and Tar Compound Is a quick
safe and reliable cure for all coughs
church. Rev. P. Kretschmar of OpAlbuquerque, N. M.
and colds. Contains no opiates. O.
1st pub. Feb. 12. last pub. Feb. 22, 1912 G.
timo, N. M., will preach.
Sehaefer and Red Cross Drug Oo.

ANT Ads
Are Best

t:

...

Number.

DIRECTORY

BUSINESS

kr

'ATEfc POR CLASSIFIED
ADVER
TI8EMENT8
fi t cents per line each Insertion
to a
atlaiatt six ordinary word
me. No ad to occupy less space than

wt line.

AND

LODGE

SANITARY

BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 1912

WILL DOLL BUILDING

HANDLED

ALWAYS

OBTAINABLE

PHONE MAIN 227

CATTLE

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing

2,000 lbs. or Mere, Each Delivery
1,008 Ike. to 2,000 iba. Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,00 Iba, Eaoh Delivery
200 iba. Each Delivery
SO Iba to
Lea Than SO lbs.. Each Delivery

GOODS

BEST

10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 1912

CHAS. LEWIS

603 LINCOLN

THE

CHAPMAN

c

Up-to-d- ate

Utt

AMD

SHORT OHOEHB AND REGUwAR DINNER

SOCIETY

To-wi-

Stylish and

iitii AllUNT

To-wi-

'

Everything Made at Home.

LOBbT

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth moat.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
of those who

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper: want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

V.

LAS

CURLEY SEES THE HOW

TO TELL

ONE
WOMAN

liUVERNORS IN

SAYS EXECUTIVE OF NEVADA HAS
TOLD
EXECUTIVE
OF NEW
MEXICO TO 8TAY AT HOME

Washington girl

Mist Margsret Gage It Descendant
In
Five
Great
Kings

WON

Hcaith

of

Nations.

PROPER METHOD IS REVEALED
CY TKEOPHILUS 8MIFF.

and

Strength Back
Again by The Use of Cardui.
Take Joke

Jack Curley evidently has a mental
picture of the governor of New Mexico and the governor of Nevada en- Oa rrlnn t
wins ju n animated struggle to
land the Johnson-Flyn- n
boxing bout
for their respective states. In h.
ul&
imaelmtHnn he doubt Cas spm th i
oii.uiuuUai genuemen wearing pad-ded gloves and poking each other
the ribs, judging from the following!
clipping from the Chicago Record l
Herald:
Jack Curley, matchmaker and mar,
ager extraordinary, finished his trav- els of inspection y sterday
arriving in
Chicago late in the afternoon. Jack
stated he had chatted with prospective promoters about the Jack Johnson-Jim
Klynn bout in every hamlet
of size where there appeared to be
something doing, but found it. imposDIFFERENCE.
sible to decide upon the location as
It makes little or no difference
yet. Jack admitted that the matter
whether you know or not that we
had simmered down to three
places,
two In Nevada and one in New Mex- have wines, whiskies, etc., etc. But
It does make a big difference If you
ico, but he could not decide on which
don't know that we aell the purest,
seemed the more remunerative
that our prices are the lowest out
Curley comes back to Chicago to
deliveries prompt and that we catei
make good with his forfeit money
to the family trade. The Lobby. La.,
which is to be put up Friday to inbach & Benjamin, proprietor.
sure Johnson there will lie a
fight
And Curley says that the
money is A WARNING AGAINST WET FEET
Wet and chilled feet usually affect
waiting and will be exhibited in coin
publicly on that day. An open meet- the mucous membrane of the nose
throat and
and la grippe, brou
ing with Johnson, Plynn and Curley chitis or lungs,
pneumonia
may result
as head liners and the
representatives Watch carefully, particularly the
rtnVlncr
tho
of the press will be held Fri children,. nnri fnr
.... r aruh.
coughs give Foley's Honey and
day at the Sherman hotel, at which bom
Tar
It soothes the in
time ceremonies wil be gone through, namedCompound.
momhranno
,nH
huio riio
uwcmd
and Al Tearney, baseball magnate, COUKh QUicklv.
Take no substitute
will be made recipient of the "hulk." O. O. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Co.
Flynn's manager says that the
A GOOD CHANCE
emanating from the west detrimental to the fight are without foundaTo buy something nice at remarktion. Curley intimated that the gov- ably reasonable
prices is afforded by
ernor of Nevada said to the governor Miss M. M. Thompson, who has de
of New Mexico: "Stay in your own cided to sell ladies handbags at one- back yard,' and that the only thing half price. She is also selling leathne (Curley) fears is that the two er goods at reduced
prices. Everystates will quarrel over which will be thing in this sale is of the best qualallowed to hold the championship af ify and the handbags are esneciallv
aronfair. theCurley aJsoof enlightened a few stylish. Miss Thompson, Sixth street.
subject
training quarters,
AN EARLY SPRING
stating that no camp had been seThese warm, sunshiny days give evlected definitely as yet, and that
none would he chosen until the loca- ery indication that an early sprng may
be expected. They also remind peotion of the fight is determined.
ple that Potter's ice cream and sodas
are delicious. The Potter confectionIT'S SO EASY TO END CATARRH ery always is prepared to serve fountain dainties. On Douglas avenue,
Go to E. G.
Murphey and say next
the Photoplay.
I want a HYOMEI outfin take
it
home open the box pour a few
DELICIOUS STEAKS
drops of HYOMEI from the bottle inThe Las Vegas Mercantile company
to the little hard rubber inhaler-brea- the
makes a specialtiy of alfalfa-fena
it for five minutes and note tive and Kansas
City beef. Consethe refreshing relief breathe it four
the best steaks to be purchasor five times a day for a few days quently
ed in this city come off the blocks in
and catarrh and all its disgusting its meat
department. You are not
symptoms will gradually disappear.
getting the best for your money unHYOMEI contains no opium, co- less you are
buying meat at 'he Las
caine or other harmful drug and is Vegas Mercantile
company's ore.
sold on money back plan for catarrh,
asthma, croup, colds, coughs and caPENNANTS,
PENNANTS
tarrhal deafness. Complete outfit
Bally's curio store has just received
$1.00 extra bottles if needed 50 cents a new stock of
High School and Norat E. G. Murphey'8 and druggists mal pennants. It i
showing also
everywhere. Simple instructions tfor some pretty novelties in girls' hats
use in every package you can't fail for High School lasies. Pennants and
to banish catarrah if you follow inpillows of all the big colleges are
structions.
awaiting your inspection.
1

BEAUTIFUL

FUNNY STORY

FEBRUARY

OPTIC, SATURDAY,

lvea0

j

Capital Paid in

$100,000.00

P8,ilr
TffUr

WE WANT YOUR TRADE
Because we maintain

The Sound Sleep of Good Heaitn
Is not for those suffering from Kidthe
ney ailments and irregularities.
The
most cleanly and sanitary condition prompt use of Foley Kidney Pills will
The Ideal Sanitary Dairy Ib equipped dispel :.ackachc and rheumatism, heal
and strengthen sore, weak and
with the most modern appliances for kidneys, restore normal action,ailing
and
handling milk. It leads In the dairy with it health and strength. Mrs M.
F.
Spalsbtry, o.erllng. 111., says: "I
business of Las Vegas. The milk Is
suffered gnat pain in my back and
handled by experts and is kept free kidueys, could
not sleep at night, and
from contamination. If you wish pure could not raise mv hands over
mjr
head.
But two bottles of Folev Kidmilk telephone Main :112. T. A. Akers.
ney Pills cured me." O. G. Schaefer
manager.
and Red Cross
Why?

President

L-- AS

INTEREST

o.
IVt J

UWB,

TtV

O

jg likely not
jjew a
a8 an oli reiiftble Joke

.

JJUL

UO

through several campaigns. Then cut
from it all unnecessary adjectives, de- scrlptlons and apologies.
"Never apologize for a Joke.
"Take yur Jke b7
bu&, and
nnt11
h'T,n ,e
W
,tab"t1
of
assume
...all of aits. raI history,
,....
"
' v..
the relatives from which side of the
casket they are to view the late lamented, and then give utterance to
your jape.
"The best way Is to get the point of
the story well In mind and then nut it
away entirely until you need It Noth- ing so intereferes with the success of
a joke a to have the poInt
nan,lng
T
nrmmri In main d trht hofnrA thA Dtnn
is well started.
"Remember above all things that the
face should be solemn, and the voice
low and well modulated, with Just a
suspicion of sadness in it
"Learn to pause at the right place,
and if you are in doubt at all, the best
place to pause is Just before you start.
"This has been known to save a
man many friends that he otherwise
might have lost" New York Morning
Telegraph.

are

WE

in need of

ready cash, so we must make
a busy month. We are still long in the
lines--will cut the price to the
cone, and make it an an object for you to buy and save

IUU

to go so well
that has been

it

fol-lowi-

ng

we

money.

fer

--

Wonderful Curiosity.

On the banks of the Wllliamette

FEBRUARY CLEAN UP SALE

Styles from present season only worth $3.00,
$3.50 and $4.00, for
Mitt Margaret Vivian Gage,
well manor In Vermont. She was mar
rled In Minneapolis to Harley Calvin
Gage, son of Calvin Gage, a prominent citizen of New Hampshire.
Mrs. Gage came to Washington
from Boston eighteen months ago, accompanied by her daughter Margaret
whom she is introducing to society.
They have a home on Dupont circle,
where they have done some delightful

$1.95

Come early and select your style in soft or stiff.
Colors, brown, grey, London smoke and
some in black.

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Trousers that are highly recommended by
the leading retailers of the country. The prices
we quote you in our February Sale are so low
that you cannot buy the cloth alone, for the
money.
COME IN AND BE CONVINCED

11.65
1.45
1.10
entertaining.
.95
Miss Margaret Vivian Gage, whose
1.00 work gloves
Is
has
been
shown,
propicture
.85 "
nounced one of the most beautiful
"
.45
girls in Washington in tact, she is

former price $2.25

2.00
1.50
1.25
1.50
1.25
75

THEBEST QUALITY

AND THE LOWEST

CASES AND TRUNKS

$3.95
3.25
2.95
2.55
2.00
1.45

formerly $6.09

"

5 00

4.00
3.50
3.00
2.00

"

"
"

PRICES IN SOLE LEATHER

TRAVELING

SUIT-

BAGS,

THAT WERE EVER OFFERED IN LAS VEGAS

February, the dullest month of the year and we need the money, that gives you a chaace to buy at
the following prices:
$10.00
8.75
8.50
6.25
12.00
5.50

......
i

former price
i

..........
j

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"

"

"

'

"
"

:

"

$12.50
11.00
10.50
8.00
15 00
7.00

former price

10.50
11.00 Trunks .
"
10.50
15.00 Steamers
12.00
"
9.50

ON MEN'S

REDUCED PRICES

$14.50

"

,

1450

-

18.00
21.00
16.50
12.50

"

"

"

UNDERWEAR

Glastenburg's Health Underwear and Gooper's Union

Suits-t- he

prices too numerous to

mention.

In Our February Sale

Ser-ice-

SHOES

Sale

Special

we can offer you about
four dozen pair of

on every SHIRT In the
house in laundered and
soft in collars attached and detache- d- flannels and silk lisles.
The following prices
at this sale are hard to
beat.
make
and Signal Soft Shirt
$2.50,... formerly $3 50
1.65... formerly 2 50
1.35... formerly 1.75
1.1 5... formerly
l.M
.95... formerly 1.26

at

$1,95

Ciuett-Peabody- 's

former price, $4.00
$3.50

and

We guarantee 'these
shoes the same as you
would pay us the full
price for.

$1.45 soft

collar attached.

1.20

We have received part
of our spring styles
ready for your

VEGAS

Office with the San Miguel National Bank

TROUSERS

MEN'S DRESS GLOVES

S,

Capital Stock, $30,000.00

WASHINGTON

"SMILE" HATS

ON ROELOPS

rj

Interest Pedd on Deposits

SUE

FEBRUARY, THE DULLEST MONTH OF THE YEAR

Las Vegas Sewings Bank
Wm. G. Haydou
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

Drug Co.

Ml

Pr';

river, a short distance above Portland, named as one of the three who are
considered the most beautiful ot
Ore., stands one of the most remarkable rocks in the world. It Is known Washington women. The other two
as the Balancing rock. Rising from are Miss (Catherine Jennings and
a broad base is a small column, roughMembers of the
Gladys Hinckley.
ly round in shape. Just above this is a diplomatic corps who have seen the
huge mass of rock, bearing a tree on beauUful women of the courts of Euthe summit, the total height of rock rope, say they have never seen one
and column being about 10f) feet Al- more beautiful than Miss Gage. Miss
Gage has been educated In fashionthough a great deal larger and heavier than the pillar on which it stands, able private schools of New York and
the big rock is very accurately bal- Washington. She has also studied in
anced. For how many centuries this Italy, France and Germany, and is an
odd freak has stood not even the accomplished linguist. She is a One
wisest scientists are able to determine, and fearless equestrienne.
but it has evidently been there for a
very long period. The entire rock is CATCH 410 COUNTERFEITERS
of a volcanic nature, and the most
singular thing about it is the fact that Thafs the Number Uncle 8am't Sethe knob and pillar are entirely discret Service Sleuths Captured
jointed from one another. Wind and
Last Year.
weather, no doubt, are slowly wearing the Balancing rock away, but the
According to the annual teport of
process is so Imperceptible that, fall- John B. Wilkie, chief of the Govern,
ing some unforseen catastrophe, the ment Secret
It has been a
monument will probably endure for busy year for the operatives who demany centuries.
vote their time to chasing counterfeiters. Hid figures show that 410 were
rounded up in various parts of the
Willie Say, pa, what Is a fruitlea
country and 218 of them have been
sa rcb?"
convicted.
The others are yet to be
His rather When you
try to fine
tried.
lierrles on banana trees.
One oi the most notable arrests of
the year was that of Harry Porter the
famous Denver "Dollar Man." It took
nearly four years to run Porter to bay.
Perhaps the most interesting feature of the report of Chief Wilkie li
Surplus
his statistics on the nationality ol
counterfeiters. Of the 418 crooks hit
$50,000.00
record shows that 281 are nativ
Americans.
Italy holdstecond place,
with seventy-five- ,
then comes Russli
with thirteen and Austria-HungaWith the tame number. "Germany and
Foland had three each and Canada
T.
Cashier.
two, while Ireland, England, Scotland
Bohemia and Franc each have one.
Chief Wilkie considers the
greatest
piece of work of the department dur
ing the year was the nipping in th
PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
bud of the plans of counterfeiters to
urJoad millions In Mexican
currencj
in this country. Next In Important
he considers the arrest and conviction
of the "Black Hand" artists in New
York. This was one of the most dan
gerous gangs the country ever haa

I)!i

n. CUNNINGHAM,
FRANK SPRINOER,

GREAT WHITE WAY
When you put up an electric
sign m
four place of business you will navt
done something for
yourself as wei
aa your city, tor an
electric sign is ft.
modern great white war of advern.- lig Keeps your name constant!; .Ui
Tore the area of the
purchasing put
lie and helps to make Las
Vegas loo.
Uka
wideawake city. Las Vegai

FEBRUARY

d

J.

17, 1912.

Mrs. Harley Calvin Gage nas published a uamohlat showing ber rovaJ
descent and colonial ancestry, it
pages to give a com
by the Hand and Lead It takes thirty-twplete list of the noted ancestors of
About Until Thoroughly! AcquaintMrs. Gage, with tome
blgraphicaJ
ed, Then Assume Air of UnTampa, Fla In a letter from th!
notes concerning them. In the Eng- Light and Power
Mrs.
C.
Co
dertaker
E.
and
rum
company.
City,
writes: "I was
Spring It
lish
line
Mrs. Gage traces her ancesall weakened and worn out with wotors back
manly troubles. My husband brought
Ever since Cain slew Abel for call was born to Alfred the Great who
me some Cardui as a tonic, and, from
in 849. In Portugal she
of his pet jokea a "chestnut"
one
Ing
finds ancestors beginning with Queen
the first day, it seemed to help.
has
been
world
the
taking; lessons In
I had almost lost my reason, bat,
Phlllppa, who was the daughter of
thanks to Cardui, I did not. Soon. I the art of being funny. The desire John of Gaunt.
In Germany Mrs.
felt and looked like a new woman. I to be funny lurks in every human
family line begins with Charlethink the remedy Is wonderful.
I breast There have been men who Gage's
magne, and he, too, tt the first In the
recommend It to my friends, for I haTO have lived it down, and these have InFrench line of Mrs. Gage's ancestors.
received great benefit from It."
become great statesmen.
In Spain Mrs.
traces her anCardui acts specifically on the weak- - variably
The Morning Telegraph has called cestry to SanchoGage who was
enea womamy organs, strengthening
emIII.,
a i
upon TheophlluB Smiff, the great exmuscles and n
lne
peror and king of Navarre and who
,
i
m
who
la
said to died In 1036.
pert and scientist
UICUl UfJ lit llCUllii.
it neips to refresh the worn-ou- t ner- - nave been the nrst man who ever
Mrs. Gage's pedigree covers an unT0US svs,em and relieves the effects of made a theater box office man
smile, broken period of more than l,40u
but he kePt h'3 BeCret WeU and be" years,
Tccels
including not only kings and
m?rlt
We
SmJ.ff BaW: .
fl'mo,!,,
emperors, but princes, dukes, earls
Prove
Humor is anyming mat is runny. and knights of almost every country
table, tonic remedy for women.
In every community, there live some 11 18 in everything ana in everybody, of Europe. In the colonial line she
who have been benefited by Cardui.
Extracted humor is followed by laugh. traces her ancestry back to Thomas
The beneficial effects of this time ter for it is bv strikine th rRnontttvA
Dudley, colonial governor of Massaested woman's remedy, soon show humor chord in the human breast
chusetts, and other men and women
.
themse ves in many different ways.
....
....
et
tnat
onIy tru.
distinguished In the colonial history
"Therefore, no matter how good the of the United States. Mrs. Gage wat
N. B. Write to: Ladiw1 Advisory Dpt.. Onto- to Mary Bldora Mott. daughter of Hon.
joke, unless it be told in a manner
nooea Medicine Co.. rhaitancKJea.Tenn.. for Sffcial
.
""at COrd, It rails QI Ita own Ashley Mott. She was born at Cald- Instructwrtt. and
book. "Home TreUanl 8lrlK
far Women." sent In plain wrapper on request.
dead Weight and furnishes US With One
of the saddest sights In life.
irom any . weu
Known
aeieci
jok
.
.
. .
BIG
.

Her

BATTLE

VEGAS DAILY

We

.95
1.35

1.00
45

formerly $2 00
"
1.80
"
1.2S

"

French flannels

"

"
"

"

.. formerly

have about two dozen suits which are on sale

75c

-- broken

and

2.00
1.63
1.00

Sizes

II 'HICKS VERYBLOW

known.

Wilkie has spent much of his tlm.
in the customi
service, as in addition to being heac
of the secret service he Is now head
of the customs agents and is
trying te
put that service on a firm basis. Hi
has brought order out of chaos in thi
short time he has been in charge.

readjusting affairs

Want National Park on Volcano.
Kilaueou. in Hiawall, the largest ac
tive volcano In the world and at tht
same time the safest is recommended
to become part of a national park by
Governor Frear of the territory to tht
secretary of the Interior. The proposed park would include the volcano
and the country surrounding it

J. A. Tafchert
THE LEADING HABERDASHER
610

DOUG

JSIAVENUE, BETWEENISIXTH

AND SEVENTH,

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO
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DELIGHTFUL

CHEESE
IN FRESH

LOCAL NEWS

ij

Regular dance at Rosenthal hall to

njght
Trj a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera .Bar.

07
27

Neufchatel Each
Fromage de Caniembert Circle Brand
Fromage de Brie Circle Brand
Pimento, Each
Lunch
Each
Domestic Swiss per lb
Milwauxe Brick per lb.
Full Cream per lb

For painting and paperhanglng, see
Phone Main 357.

'27
t8

--

Davis, 414 Columbia.

08
27
27
24

A missionary program will be given
at the First Christian church on
Lord's day evening February 25.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course
For Rent Four furnished
rooms,
with bath and toilet for light house
keeping. Upstairs. Apply at Optic.
Mrs. J. Scott Duncan, Jr., who has
been seriously 111 for several days, is
reported to be considerably improved.

GROCER

CASH

PHONE MAIN 193 OR 194.

Arthur Romero, one of the delivery boys of Graaf and Hayward,
grocers, was arrested yesterday by
Chief of Police Ben Coles on the
charge of violating the law requiring
horses to be tied when left standing
in the street.
Romero was warned
once by Officer Coles but filed to obey
the warning. Romero pleaded guilty
when taken before Judge D. R. Mur
ray and was released on the payment
of the costs.

WE ARE
THE FAMILY

CELLAR

In the test cases recently filed by
District Attorney Charles W. G. Ward
Judge David J. Leahy has issued writs
of mandamus ordering
the county
treasurer to pay to Mr. Ward a small
fee and to County Clerk Lorenzo Del
gado a week's salary. The next ste
likely will be to appeal from the a
lion of the district court thus bring
ing the disputed county salary ques
tion immediately before the supre.me
court

THE CENTRAL PANTRY

SO TO SPEAK

number of families

To which a large

TURN AT MEAL TIMES

Gasoline

SELF-HEATIN-

For their Eatables.
We

Do Likewise!

Horse Radish, in 15c and 25c Sizes.
PURE THINGS TO EAT.

Engine and Boat manufacturers, open
ed today in the Sixty-nintspace on
the main floor and on the elevated
promenade of the big armory is oc
cupied with attractive exhibits, which
range from the smallest parts used In
the construction of marine engines
to luxuriously furnished and complete
ly equipped power cruisers of 40 feet
and more in length. All of the prom
inent makers of engines and motor
boats in the country are represented.
h

II

FE';

OF OUR

PRICES

OF

THE HOME

AT

QUALITY

CASH SPECIAL SALE
FDR THREE
sack
sack
sack
sack

DAYS ONLY

FEBRUARY

15-1- 6

--

I7TH

Boss Patent Flour
Boss Patent Flour
Old Homestead Flour
Old Homestead Flour

5 lbs. Good Rice
3 pkgs. Macaroni
3 pkgs. Spaghetti
3 pkgs. Vermicelli
3 Quaker Corn Flakes
3 Nudavene Rolled Oats
80c. Green and Black Tea
4 oz. Bottle Burnett's Lemon

DON'T DROP

$1.55
80

1.50

THIS PAPER

75

15 lbs. Sugar
1 large can Utah Tomatoes
3 cans Fall City No. 2 Tomatoes
3 cans Midway Club Corn
3 cans Fall City Hominy
5 lbs. Mexican Beans

1.00
10
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
50
30
30
30
25
25
25
25
25
40

Extract

Qt jar Bismarto Mince Meat
Qt. jar Pure Fruit Apple Butter
8 Bags Salt
8 bars D. C. Soap
8 bars Light House Soap
9 bars Magic Washer Soap
6 Bars Lenox Soap
3 lb. can Pure Lard
5 lbs. can Pure Lard
10 lb. can Pure Lard
Prime Bacon, per lb

M

.

,

g3

j

jj

17c

Until

have

you

a POSTAL to get your
MILY WASHING.

FA-

REASONS WHY.
You actually save money
Your washing looks better.
Less wear on your clothes.
You're rid a half day hot fire.
You're saved a painful backache.
No one can do it better.

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

FROM

Hospital.

FEB, 15 TO 25.

Plans are under way for a gymnas
tic exhibition and clrous to be given
by the different classes of the Y. M.
C. A. in the near future.
With next
week special work for the exhibition
will be taken up in several of ih
classes.

Any Suit in The

Bryan, the Commoner, is expected
to lecture at the opera house, Las Vegas earlv next week, under the auspices of the ladies of the Las Vegas
Hospital for the benefit of that

13.50

House

FOR 10 DAYS
The postmaster general has rescinded the order prohibiting postmas'-e- r
from receiving deposits from persons not patrons of their office. Deposits In the postal savings bank will
now be received from any one regardless of where he resides.

Then we Invoice
"UNTIL THEN"

Your Choice

The lecture next week of Hon. W.
and
J. Bryan is to be
Port of the proceeds of
the lecture will go to the Las Vegas
Hospital. The opportunity will be
given to hear one of tne world's
orators, and at the same time to contribute to a home charity.
n

13.50
Copyright Hart Schairucr Si Mats

25 Per Cent Discount

ESIQUIEL PADILLA SHOT

ON ALLGBOY S AND CHILDREN'S

UP THE TOWN OF ROWE

SUITS and OVERCOATS

WAS ARRESTED WHILE
CELEBRATING AND WILL
SPEND TIME IN JAIL.

BUT HE

playlet It also demonstrated that
re executive staff, wnich conducted

the rehearsals and made preparations
for the performance, is made up of
four young women efficient in their
respective lines. Those to whom the
major share of the credit must be
given are the following instructors at
the Normal: Mich Liva Lichty, teacher of vocal music; Miss May Ross, instructor in elocution; Miss Marguerite
Cluxton, teacher of instrumental music, and Miss Anne George, head of
the domestic science department.
Miss Ross drilled the youthful
actresses in their lines and had charge
of the staging of the play.
She
brought out of "The Dress Rehearsal"
all the strong dramatic points and succeeded in enabling her pupils to acquire stage presence that would have
done credit to seasoned performers.
It is a difficult task to drill amateur
performers but Miss Ross demonstrated her ability to do so and attain the
most successful results.
Miss Cluxton was an able assistant
of Miss Ross. She introduced the musical numbers and played the accompaniments and was instrumental in
training the chorus both in singinp
and dancing. Miss Cluxton's knowledge of music and her executive and
artistic albllity wrue Influential fta
making the performance a success.
Miss Lichty drilled the chorus, and
principals in the technique of their
vocal work. After beginning rehearsals for the play Miss Lichty was called
away on account of the illness of a
friend In Denver and was unable to
give the play as mucu attention as she
would have desired. Her work, how-ovebrought forth successful results. On account 01 Miss Llchty's
enforced absence, Misses Ross and
Cluxton should be praised for bringing the play to a successful production. Had they not taken charge of
the rehearsals and given 'The Dress
Rehearsal" their best efforts it would

According to the story told by wit
nesses in the court of a West side
justice of the peace this morning,
there was some real escitement in
the town of Rowe yesterday afternoon
when Esequiel Padilla,
celebrating
some momentous event, used his revolver with such reckless abandon
that the citizens were driven to cpver.
Padilla pleaded guilty to the charges
against him and was sent to jail to
await the action of the grand jury.
He was unable to give Dond.
Padilla is said to have discharged
his revolver into the an several times.
When a deputy sheriff remonstrated
with him for his conduct he Is alleged
to have taken several shots at that
official. Other men came u the aid of
the officer of the law but were speedily driven away by a hail of bullets
that came uncomt'ortaDiy close to vital
portions of their anatomy. Jjinally the
deputy sheriff succeeded in arresting
He
Padilla and disarming aim.
brought the man to Las Vegas and
gave him into the keeping of Sheriff
Roman Gallegos. Fadllia was peaceful
enough this morning. He blames his
conduct of yesterday upon drinking
too much red liquor.
FOR RENT
Two nicely furnished front rooms
with electric lights and bath. In
quire 518 Sixth street.
MONUMENTS
Bills Bros., 771 Broadway, Denver,
Aaron
Local representative,
Colo.
1101

Rainey,
Las Vegas, N.

Eleventh street,

.

M.

GREENBERQER.

t

1

You who are doubtful
about Electric Advertising.
Customers follow the light,"
put up an Electric Sign and
have your windows lighted
by our special low flat rate.
WE FURNISH

1

-

THE

SIGN

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

COAL AND WOOD
NUT

SUGARITE LUMP

and retail
wholesale;
Dm W. C
at
OND ON

tamm
Ask About

01

SPECIAL

Jefferson Raynolds Pres ident
HaBett Raynolds Cashier
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Raynolds Vice President
Stephen B. Davis Vice President

ASSORTMENT

81

617 Douglas

SALES
We can Save you

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

at Least

20 Per Cent
IN

011

GROCERIES

...SUNDAY..

re-rat-

Call and See Our Line of

POTTED PLANTS.
PERRY ONION & SON

rhom VcgnUl

OUCH

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital, f$l00, 000 Surplus, and Undividrd Profits

$35,000

bank adopts every desirable method of modem
While this
it never foscs'sight of that essential
Absolute
qualityi

Interest Paid on

AT-

507 Sixth Street

The Onuc prints all the news.

GREENBERGLR'S

Don's forget the lecture of Hon. W.
J. Bryan next week, to be given at the
opera house in aid of the Las Vegas

Altogether pleasing was the perform of The Dress Rehearsal" by the
girls' glee clug of the Normal Unlver-siltlast evening at the Duncan opera
house.
It was a dainty, pretty and
sweet company of girls that sang the
tuneful musical portions or the playlet or recited the interesting lines.
The performance baa all the merits of
a professional production and none of
its drawbacks.
The complexions
were all natural and were naturally
pretty, the dancing steps were well
executed and the voices were fresh
and sweet and not harsh and shrill, as
Is often the case with some of the
singers with the big road shows. An
audience is often prone to overlook
little mistakes in home talent performers. Had the audience last night
been so disposed it would not have
been called upon to exercise this
happy faculty there were no mistakes.
The play was greeted ty a capacity
house and everyone who witnessed
It was pleased with the performance.
Special mention should be given the
Misses Marie and Lucy Clements, Edna Gerard and Grace Ireland whose
singing and acting were superb and
who were most gracetui in the dancing numbers. Hiss Tillie Ehrick had
a difficult part which she portrayed
excellently. Sadie Tooker made a delightful fairy godmother and Misses
Caroline Michael,
Rosalie Powers,
Merle Schlott, Murphy Grace Bentley,
Mary Hanson and Maureen Harper
pioved equal to the roles assigned
to them.
The work of the principals was natural and gave the girls ample opportunity to display their taleni, an opportunity which they aid not overlook, to the pleasure of the audience.
The singing of the chorus was an
especially enjoyable feature. The ap
pearance of this portion of the cast
was always the occasion for beautiful
singing and dancing. Numerous song
hits were introduced during the performance. Some of these were from
late and popular operas and greatly
embellished the music of "The Dress
Rehearsal," which is preixv in it-

Our Store Will be Open

Our city will soon be
for
Fire Insurance. Our rates will depend
on the condition our city
presents.
It's time to get busy." Remove con
flagration breeders.
CUTLER BROTHERS,
Tel. Main 124.
614 Lincoln Ave,

FINAL CLEAH UP

r,

Always Have The Best of Eatables

The members of the Junior claes
of the Y. M. C. A. are planning tor
an outing for the latter part of next
week. They expect to leave Las Vega Friday evening at 3:30 o'cloci
and will go on o tramp into the Ro
meroville canyon. They plan to camji
otu over night, returning to the city
aSturday evening.

TELEP-

HONED or DROPPED us

The Graaf & Hayward Co.
Store
We

GIRLS' GLEE CLUB SCORES SUCCESS IN PERFORMANCE OF
"THE DRESS REHEARSAL."

self.
MOTOR BOAT SHOW
The girl's glee club reflected great
New York, Feb. 17. Tho annual
credit upon the schoo it represents by
motor boat show, given under the
the manner in which it produced the
auspices of the National Asociation of

STEARNS

H.

Flat-iron- ,

no pump, time saver, exclusive territory. Sample case and iron $3.00.
Modern Light Co., 236 Jefferson,
Detroit, Mich.

have just received a new shipment of prepared

J.

PRESENTED BY NORMAL

y

IKE DAVIS
THE

have been necessary to postpone it
and perhaps cancel the performance
for this year.
During the evening tne Normal
band, under the direction of O. C.
Zings,, the director, furnished music
between the acts. The band is a
young musical organization bnt Its
playing is highly creditable.

OPERETTA

Regular dance tonight at armory.

TODAY

17, 1912.

Safety

Time Deposits

'S
EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

